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s aim on.
New York City—R. J. McCullough,!
9 salmon, 2 togue; H. E. Urquhart,
11 salmon, 2 togue.
.
Philadelphia—E. H. Townsend, 14
T h a t fish, and good fish, are being salmon, one 11-pound togue.
Gets One Weighing Nearly Five Train Runs Over Young Man
caught in Moosehead lake is evidenSpringfield—W. H. Alexander, 161
Are Warmly Greeted.
Pounds.
Causing Death.
fced by the reports received by the 1salmollj 1 togue.
,
passenger department of the Maine :
LAKE KEZ VR
Central railroad.
The ice is now
,T
,r ,
.
_
' TT
(Special
to
Maine
Woods.)
(Special
Correspondence.)
(Specal Correspondence.^
„ +I . . . , .
,
,
New York party— C. H. Hpag, 1
all out of this b i g body
of
water j
Mountain
View,
May
20—
“
Back
to
Rangeley,
May
22—This
town was
Bangor, May 20—The fishing is
and many parties are present to land deven pound salmon, 1 eight pound!I summer quarters and the
shocked yesterday on learning of
family
reported
excellent
at
Portage
lake
the finny game. Gov. Haines
has salmon; B. S. Whitehead, 1 ten
and some fine trout are being tak the terrible accident and death of
j pound salmon.
been successful and is reported
Aaron
|the guests who arrived last evening, en, Harry
Haynes
of
Ban Fern Soule, only son of
MOOSEHEAD LAKE.
have cauglit three trout.
! Yes, it seems like; the good
gor getting the prize, a square tail Soule.
Bangor party— Dennis
Tracy,
. The following interesting
fishing
7 times, or will as soon as the sound trout weighing nearly five
pounds j About one wook ago he commenced
the square tail trout.
information is furnished
by
i of the steamboat whistle is heard, and several other smaller ones
on work for the Sandy River & RangeMaine Central:
Boston—W. L. Brackett, J. Fred for last night the ice
was still Sunday last.
There
were also ley Lakes railroad as section hand.
CATCHES AT GRAND LAKE MAY [Webster, F. D. Webster, 1 square tail packed into the coves and as yet eight trout taken that weighed over Yesterday while the gravel train was
trout.
the steamboat has not made its first three pounds each on that date.
at work he jumped onto the flat car
IS.
New
Haven—
Stephen
Whitney,
20;
triP
tT°
^
Rangeley,
but
is
expected
emMr.
E.
J.
Wingert
and
Mr.
H.
W
.!
beside
Robert Nile, who was
; Boston party—James Robinson, 10
sometime to-day and then everything partridge of Bingham, Me., and Mr. Ployed on the gravel train.
The
salmon and 2 togue; Mr. and Mrs. trout, 1 salmon.
of Harry Haynes of Bangor were at Oak train started throwing him off
heFitchburg—W. P. Hall, 5 trout; F. will he on time and the season
M. H. Lewis, 12 salmon; G. N. Mans
tween the cars.
Mr. Nile tried to
prosperous p 0int camps for Sunday.
field, 9 salmon, 1 togue; George M .1O. Hardy, 5 trout; George R. Wal- 1914 Promises to be a
one.
Mr. A. J. Wilson, Proprietor, Out-1hoM him but
was impossible and
Hciway, 7 salmon, 1 togue, 2 trout; lace, 7 trout, largest 7V2 pounds.
New
York—
Mr
and
Mrs
S
I
Tbe llsIiermein are here and those
House & Camps, at Moosehead, tbe 4ra4n raJn over 114111
breaking
J. M. Dravet, 15 salmon, 1 1-2-pound
togue, 3 trout.
Hanson, 4 salmon, largest 5 pounds; j w4l° baVe dropped the hook havejMe.f advises that Dr. E. T. Nealley both armf5 and one leg and crushing
trout for their breakfast.
1,10 v“"k
',Tr >,Q
'1lTr
m
f
n
”
of Bangor, who is stopping at his his
body
badlyHis" face
was ”un'
Jersey City—F. B. Dightman, 12 two trout.
injured.
He died instantly.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
B.
F.
Judd
of
Briscamps,
landed
a
5^
pound
salmon
on
salmon, 2 togue, 1 trout.
Waterville—Gov. William T. Haines
No blame whatever is attached to
tol, Conn., came Monday for their the 18tli, besides several trout and
New Haven—H. R.
Wadsworth, 3 trout.
He says that the fishing anyone &s it was purely accidental.
annua]
spring
trip.
As
usual
Bert
lakers.
Ralph Wadsworth and wife, 2G sal
Ice left Moosehead lake May 15, Herrick is guide and Tuesday after is fine and will send more
news
Soule was a very
popular
mon, 4 togue, 3 trout.
and steamer service has been re noon they strung up the rods and shortly.
young man and his death will be
New London— C. B. Don worth, 10 sumed. 4
The fishing is also reported of the Sreatly mourned.
He has driven the
for practice landed a 4-pound trout
baggage team for the Rangeley Lake
and two smaller ones.
best at Eagle Lake.
House in past years.
He was
28
The well known Damon party of
years
of
age.
Fitchburg, Mass., are at home in
M IN G O S P R I N G S H O T E L A N D C A M P S
Funeral services will he held at
the big camp once m ore,. Messrs.
the Union church at 10 o’clock on
M. B. Damon, F. I. Nichols and F.
Will open on Wednesday, May 20, under the management of Mrs. B. C.
Saturday.
J. Pierce, a jolly trio that everyone
Much sympathy is expressed for
J. Eastman. Further particulars will be given in this ad. next week.
is glad to welcome and they have
the bereaved relatives.
the “ same old guide,” Al Sprague,
Frank Harris and Cliff McKenney, Mechanic pa„ s Man Has fished
who wonder when they are going a
1
fishing.
This party have
made
at Bemis For Many Years.
LAKEW OOD GAMPS,
Middledam, Maine
| some of the best catches ever re,'♦> corded at Mt. View and
declare
(Special Correspondence.)
One o f the best all around fishing and hunting camps in the R angeleys. Lake.
*♦*
there
are
just
as
big
fish
awaiting
Pond and Stream fishing all near the camps. T he five mile river affords the best of
X
Bemis, Me., May 18—If one were
them.
fly-fishing. Cam ps with or w ithout bath room. For particulars write for free circular to
here this morning they would real
E. O. Noyes of Brockton, Mass.,
Capt. E. F. COBURN, Middledam, Maine.
X
ize that the season of 1914 has Ten of Them and All As Smart
an annual comer for nearly a quart
opened.
At the railroad
station
er of a century was most heartily
As Cats.
^% % W W » W W W W W W V W W W W W W * H W H H W V W W W H W H V W V . greeted by many old friends on his there are huge piles of supplies for
the hotels and camps in this sec
arrival last evening.
S E A S O N OF 1914
East Sumner, Me., May 19, 1914.
tion.
The steamboats are being
Mr. and Mrs. W, F. Porter of loaded from Upper and Middle Dam. To the Editor of Maine Woods:
Individual C am ps. Rock F ire-places,'Fly and Bait Fishing, Lake and Stream Fish
Brunswick came Saturday and have Capt. Barker and crew are rushing
My baby foxes are still attracting
ing for T rout. T e le p h on e . D aily M ail. W rite for Booklet.
opened their attractive
camp on things, for the workers Ihave com lots of attention.
Last
Thursday
Dodge pond.
JULIAN K. VILES & SON, Tim, Franklin Co., Maine.
menced to put The Birches in order there were three here from Lewiston
Miss Ruth Hamlin the popular as for the summer colony which, include to see them and Sunday there were
sistant in the postoffice is at her many New York and Philadelphia 49 people called to see them. Mrs.
home in Gorham for a two weeks’ families, who come for a
is
long Palmer, bur postmaster’s wife
■ ^ . v m v .v .v .v A v .v .v ..............................................i ........... ................................................................................
vacation.
coming soon with her camera and
stay.
The two daily trains and mails are
Yesterday here at Bemis
they take some pictures of them. Mrs.
much appreciated.
moved from the winter quarters and Palmer is an expert with the cam
The night train now goes to Ken- the cabins are adl ready and guests era. Mr. Crockett, our local barrel
nebago and the first private
car have arrived.
manufacturer is also going to take
■ f
For further particulars write or add ress
went through last Friday night tak
Several gentlemen have had good some pictures of them.
ing Eugene Atwood and a party of catches from the wharf. B. L. Lamb
Yesterday morning I shipped three
friends to “ Forestliolme.”
of Portland, the salesman for fishing red foxes to C. C. Garland of Old
Geo. T. Cutler of Florence,' Mass., tackle is trying some of the new Town; this closles out the reds.
I
who has been for the winter at Po devices to catch the fish and has now have ten young foxes left, all
land Springs was the first comer succeeded for he has just come in crosses, and some of them very dark,
to arrive for an extended stay.
with a handsome pair of trout, one and all as smart as oats.
Yours respectfully,
Warm days are coming for it was 3% pounds, the other 2 pounds and
G R A N T’S CAMPS,
KENNEBAGO, MAINE
78 on the piazza and the thermomet before the train goes this noon in
Emerson P. Bartlett.
Will open for Fishermen and Tourists when the ice leaves the lakes.
er only went down to 40
degrees tends to have others.
We can offer you the best fishing to be had in Maine. Log cabins with
above this morning.
A P P O IN T M E N T C O N F IR M E D
bath. Write for information, brain service etc.
There is a big boom of logs, over
ED GRANT & SON CO.
2,000,000 here in the cove and when
F IS H W A R D E N S T A C K P O L E
A D  the fishermen troll around it there
J. S. P. H. Wilson of Auburn, now
V O C A T E S C H A N G E IN L A W .
chairman of the Maine Pish
and
will be something doing.
The ice had not left Rangeley lake Game Commission has received noti
BLAKE.SLEE L A K E G A M P S
Fish Warden Obed F. Stackpole last night and the 15 fishermen who fication that his appointment as U.
makes a point worth considering got off at Bemiis last
On head waters of famous Spencer Stream near Blakeslee Lake.
night said, S. Marshal of Maine, has been con
when he advocates' changing
the “ when we left Boston they told us firmed.
It Is expected that
his
Best Trout and Salmon Fishing, both lake and stream. Salmon up to 4
law governing the seizing of short the ice had not left Mooseheiad or commission will arrive in a few days.
pounds in size. New Camps. Open Fireplaces. White for booklet.
lobsters already cooked.
Recently the Rangeleys, and here the steam The exact time when he Will take up
JOSEPH H. W HITE, Proprietor,
Eustis, Maine
96 boiled shorts were seized in Saco. boats have been making regular trips the duties of his new office has not
Under the present law
there is since Friday” and several telegraph yet bqen determined.
nothing for the warden to do- but ed friends, “ come at once, ice out,
mutilate all these lobsters and make fishing good,” and a large number
of the first comers, arrived
last
oath that he has done so.
Warden are expected to-nfg11
night for a week’s fishing and al
Staekpole believes that so long as it
Geo. Lang, who for several years ready has enough for dinner.
is impossible to restore the
boiled has had charge of store, postoffice
L. M. Varney and friend of Brun
This wonderful fishing and vacation section is situated on a crustaceans to life they should serve and camps has returned from several swick came to-day for a few days’
some good purpose instead of doing weeks’ visit in Boston and
will fishing.
high tableland in
good to no one.
He recommends again be on duty for the summer,
NORTHERN M A I N E
This is where many parties take
therefore that ail bailed shorts seiz Which will be good news to
the the train for private camps as well
with an ideal climate for the summer vacationist, being situated approximately ed shall be turned over to charitable travelling public.
as the public ones and the hotels
2,000 feet above the sea level, with magnificent mountain scenery, pure spring institutions or to deserving poor fam
Messrs. Geo, G. Brown, B. J. Mc- in this part of the Rangeleys, and
water, snvigorating air; with the best of accommodations at moderate prices,
Certainly this seems a rea Guar and Dr. A. N. Osgood, P. B.
from the modest and comfortable log cabin to the palatial and fashionable ho ilies.
the new arrangements for a night
tel, with its popular outdoor sports; and entertainments and concerts for those sonable suggestion and the
next Clark and son, P. D. Clark of Rumpullman during the summer is most
preferring this class o f amusement.
Legislature might so amend the lob ford, Frank Stanley of Dixfield, Jos
convenient and pleasing to
the
ster laws as to cover this point, says eph J. Walker of Bridgton and H.
travelling public.
the Portland Express.
F. Noyes of Portland spent Sunday
issues a descriptive booklet of this territory, containing map of entire region, which will be furn
here and each had a good mess of
ished upon application to
He Got On.
trout to take home, the largest a
Millyuns—“When I married your
F. N. BEAL,
General Passenger Agent,
Phillips, Maine.
4 1/2
pound trout.
The salmon have mother I was earning ten dollars a
not yet taken a swim this way.
week—two years later I bought out
and moths wanted for collegres. Highest prices paid. Outdoor
S. R. Penney of Mechanic Falls, my employer.” Daughter—“And put
summer work. Get complete book o f instructions and details.
Send 2c stamp. JAMES SINCLAIR, Entomologist, Dept. 9,
who for many years has been one in a cash register.”
Los Angeles Cal.

GOVERNOR HAINES
LANDS SOME TROUT

FISHING NEWS FROM TERRIBLE
NORTHERN MAINE
ACCIDENT

PARTY PASSES
SUNDAY AT BEMIS

MANY CALLERS TO
SEE BABY FOXES

j

Mountain
View
House
]
Mountain View, Maine

L. E. BOWLEY,
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• * »

I
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rabbit for Bob called out “ your pa&
senger has a good case of
buck
fevf,r I see Mr. Woodhouse.”
T i j r WADTHWFQT Maine ls due to F‘ G' Parker’ dis'|
I till INIUIa 1 tl VYHiJ I jtrSct manager for the Maxwell Motor
We paddled on in silence for al
________
! Co., and it was a pleasant way to
most an hour and once a
beaver
swam across our bows so close to
Commissioned by the tisheries de-' Inaugurate the opening of the Portus that I could have spanked him
I,ailment of the federal government '"lul branch of the company, the
with my paddle.
of Canada to ascertain the
actual - tin t direct factory branch
ever
The Union) street
Do you know that little river twists
commercial value of sturgeon
and opened in Maine.
and turns so, that after all our. padother fish in the waters off the east garage, the local agents, were for
dling, Bob said, we had only ma^e
coasts of Hundsen and James Bays, tunate in securing two carloads.
B y H. Y. Scihieren
about one mile, although we
C. D.
Melville of Edmonton, will
P R O F IT A B L E FO X H U N T
As
start from Cochrane, Out., early in
|these years and gets all her infor- really travelled ait least four.
(Continued from last w eek)
we neared the rapids, we had a race '
June on a journey of six
months.
j
mation
from
liis
mother,
I
don’t
East Sumner, May 11, 1914.
The trip includes 1,500 miles of ca
know whether I ought to
consider to see which canoe would get there
L E T T E R NO. 8
Last Thursday afternoon I started
first.
The only passage through is
noe-paddling.
her
opnion
as
valuable
or
not.
on rather an uncommon fox
hunt,
so narrow, that one canoe can go at
From
Miss
Diana
Morgan
at
KenMelville, who has explored various which wound up with
From
what
I’ve
seen
of
Peter,
remarkable
It was exciting to
parts of the Arctic regions, will be success at about noon the day fol- nebago Lake, Maine, to Miss Ger- however, I think that her idea is a time.
yourself
shoot
forward and
rather
aldine W inthrop, Richmond, Va.
accompanied by two helpers. They j lowi;Ug>
Yes, j made a visit to
about right for lie certainly is a
risky work too, for Peter and Bob
will carry their supplies in a canoe, j more than a dozen fox holes,
and
dandy fellow and he and Uncle Jo
....
s
paddling 200 miles down the Missan-[ nothing doing.
My pedometer regget on beautifully
together, so that. Iwere using „the, long
“ pick . poles’’
1 8 a
M
Kennebago Lake,
,
..
.
~ -x
Ithey are called, and standing up so
abi river to their destination on Hud- igtered eleven miles, and at five
October 1, 19
we make quite a jolly party of it.
! ,, , , ,.
’
.
, .
} that at times we tipprd fearfully and
son Bay.
They will receive provis thirty I was pretty well hack among Dear Jerry: —
1+ .
.
+
, i
.
A trip that we took yesterday, wiU x fully expected to see us all dumped
ions from time to time through the the mountains.
Tired and near supIt is almost a whole week
now }OBg dve
my memory and I want out into tlie river
Bob
won out, but
trading posts.
The districts
111 per time, I stopped at a
mountain since I penned my last letter to to £e]l you about it.
It was our'
by
a
dose
margin,
as we were al
which the party will travel are wild spring and drank heartily of
the you, so you are in for a long e-pis-j Xaj£d day 0£ fishing and maybe crnr
most touching the stem of his canoe1
and isolated, the sole inhabitants be coo,l sparkling water.
Now, I said tie this time.
j last day on my beautful river as when he started up the rapid water.
ing Indian trappp,rs.
to myself, “ I should like to visit a
\ esterday was the last day of tlie wen.Uncle got tine steamboat
cap
After he was well through, the bad
Officials of the department
of hole that I know of on the north
fishing, for the law went into effect
^ to makea specialtrip foru s jspot> h,e pulied to one side and waitfisheries have received reports that side of Oak hill and about one-half
at midnight and ironi now on u n t iland we started down the lake at sun- ed whlle we assayed the passage
Hudson and Janies Bays abound with mile from where I was standing,”
the ice goes out next spring,
tll,e|rise because we wanted to put in, w
t t
,
sturgeon, and it is now decided to
longest dav possible!
V staittd all light, but whence
and on I journeyed.
I soon hit an “ little fisihes in the brook” are pro- . t x,
make a thorough investigation
of
all soits
sorts of
Inr is that
that J
Y
® morning
7 P
^ Iwere
halfi f way
up I felt itddu
old logging road and I added some tected
tected from
licm all
ot lur-is
Jt was a wonderful
and
bo ndaboutbain
t
/ty
these waters, also the rivers in the
spekd to my gait, and soon I came look like the real thing but sting to.
t
experience for me
You
, 1 P 1 1
d’ as Ieter
districts to be visited.
A second
death with-Unv barbs
iQ
experience tor me.
You was almost bursting with his exer
to a sharp turn around a ledge and a
earn wiui -uny cams.
know I’ve been sucih an awful slaepy„n T
'
expedition will leave Montreal
in
Day before yesterday; Mr.
C
a
y
T rtlTna lin
T>VJ
’ 0 1 gasped a paddle
and
from this point I could see the fox
,
iiG
clC
l
S1I1C
6
1
C
cL
X
X
l©
lip
here
tllclL
J
^
G
witli
Ant
qri
v
flofim*t^
r
\
P
.
.is
June to investigate the fishing pos
.. _ .
, t i 1 out any deillllte Plari of action
hole which was about sixty rods a- wood left us and I was sorry to see .
i-.-— _
tt- ... _
,.xx,
,
been alying m bed until the last
mind, thrust it into the water""
sibilities in the Straits of
Hudson
He is a jolly little chap minute and just givng myself time
way, and I also could see a
large him go.
Bay, confining its operations to ttye
the
right side of our bow, and by so
young
fox and some little ones playing a- and reminds mie a lot of
to get to breakfast before they close doing, turui id the canoe in
deep sea.
shore
Johnny
Randolph.
We
tried
our
round her, like little pigs. I counted
the dining room, so that the sunrise where the current catching us buried
Melville is enthusiastic over the
five as near as I could make it at best to give him a rousing cheer for thing was totally new to me.
mission, and it is expected he will
1 the nose of the craft deep in the
such a distance and one looked to a send off as the buckboard left;
thought I should surely freeze before; bank in such a way that wv> damned
return with the most complete data.
be quite dark.
I watched them a- but I don’t believe that all our ef
I got my clothes on and when lithe stream, wedged at one end aHe is a veteran explorer and an ex
bout five minutes and even at this forts were of much avail, for he was
went outside and saw that the ground gainst a rock, and at the
other
perienced canoeist.
He and
John
distance it heat any moving picture a sorry looking lad as he bid .us|
McKenna, also of Edmonton,
made
was well covered with white frost, planted firmly among the alders aPeter, I mean Mr. Wood-1
show all to a fizzle.
And this not farewell.
the trip from Athabasca to Fort McI knew that there was a good rea- long shore.
Mrrcy, how I fe lt for
being my first experience at
the house, is going to stay here for a
Murray last summer, when they suc
son for my chattering teeth.
it was, of course, all my fault.
game, I hugged the ground and madie little while longer as he is very;
cessfully negotiated the Grand Rapids
They were all waiting for me at We were in a rather precarious po- 1
myself
scarce, as foxes are
as anxious to do some deer shooting.
declared to he the most treacherous
the dock with every tiring in readin-j sition and a little rocking would have ‘
sensitive as bubbles blown from a You see the laws of the State reg
water in the North.
ess.
We cooked breakfast
on our filled the canoe in an instant. If I j
ulate things so that just the
very
clay
pipe.
While in the Arctic regions a few
way down the lake, by means of anbad been a man, I’m suiro that Peter
As I hastened homeward I had not minute the fishing season closes, the alcohol stove out on the
years ago Melville met Stefansson,
after would have sworn a good round oath
gone
more than twenty rods when deer shooting begins, and we are deck and had a regular young picnic.
about the time the last named dis
at me, but lie was awfully nice a- ,
lucky to be here just at this time,
..
. .
, , ,
. , .,
covered the so-called blonde Eskimos. I picked a great big horse shoe that .
,,
•
,
About six o clock, we reached the bout it. He did lose Ms bead for as
it gves us a chance to try ,
,
Asked about the probable fate of the probably one of John Libby’s horses breause
,
,
f , x, x.
„
x
low er end and hurried into
the instant though, and in his excitem en t
eur hands at both forms of sport.
„ .
. T ,
, _.
1<T_. „ .
• -m
steamer Karluk, Melville said
he had lost the past winter. Goodness!
,T
. T
x
canoes, Peter and I in one,
and called me Di,” but he was so flust*
Uncel
Jo,
of
course,
will
not
go
T
T
,
T
...
„
.
..
i
,
.
I
picked
it
up
and,
pardon
me
for
thinks that Captain Bartlett and his
. .c?
Lncle Joseph with Bob in
the ered that he never noticed it. By
lilt..1nO'
TT
TTc* csays
jQxro if
J 0a
He
it iis
too stren
crew had sailed to their death. Once admitting that I am as superstitious hunting.
iotheir.
Plow can I ever describe to superhuman effort with the pole, he
it uous for him, but I hope to go out tc you the impression that wonder-; managed, at last, to stem the force j
on the floe of ice, he added, there as an old maid, I was certain
would hardly be any hope for their meant good luck to the finder. Soon very soon with Peter (there is no ful river made on me in the early ! of the current long enough to en- 1
any
return, uni es they managed to make I returned home and upon meeting use ofmy trying to call him
morning.
It was just after
sun- able him to pry us away from to
an unknown harbor.
The vessel, niy wife I told her of my adventure thing so formal as Mr. Woodhouas rise and the white mist still hung] rock, which held us fast at the stern; [
Pie has a rifle which low over the water.
be said, would .probably become]011 the quiet.
I told her about the any longer).
but the bow swung around and like
The
crushed in the icej and the
crew |black one.
I said to ber I would he says is just suited to me.
We slipped silently along,
like] a shot, we flashed down through the
target, ghosts amost, and I felt as if
w e■rapids right back to our
would then attmept to gain the shore n°t take one hundred dollars for my othei da> I tiied it at a
starting
humau b , ings point.
chances on this litter of foxes—and, Goodness but I was nervous, I en- were gure]y the ^
by going over the ice.
Another voyageur for the far North say, she became interested right a- deavon d to conc.eal my feelings how in the world.
A flock of
ducks, I Dob was laughing fit to kill himis H. A. Conroy, dominion inspector way, and said she would be very ever, and when the tiling went off, surprised at their morning
meal,; self, and enjoying the fun hugely
of treaty aids, who is making
lids happy to visit the scene very early with a fearful roar, I felt as if my took wing and flew away, uttering] while he and Uncle Jo sat calmly
shoulder had been dislocated.
Bob harsh gutural “ quacks,” their wings smoking under the shade of
annual treaty paying trip among the the following morning with me.
the
Well, we did not rest much that was markie/j and scratched me out a squeaking as they went.
Indians in Northern Alberta. From
Did you overhanging willows.
I suppose ve
It was ever “ hear” a wild duck fly? Their did present a funny sight and goodabout Bull’s Eye the first time.
Edmonton he will ride by train to At- night, between our thinking
habasca, going thence north by wait-lour future fox hunt and also the the merest luck you know, for I clos wings make the queerest squeaking ness how utterly helpless I felt
er to House River, and by
pack barking of a lot of young red foxes ed my eyes when I pulied the trig noise ,like a rusty hinge.
through it all..
All the same it has
train to Fort McMurray.
From we already had on hand. Very early ger thong.
As we rounded a bend,
where
After resting up a bit, Peter agaii
there he will go by boat down the j we were in sight of the fox hole. We made a reputation for me as a crack there was a high bank on one side, made the attempt and this time
Athabasca river to Fort Cihdpewyan, waited about twenty minutes and we shot, and of course I shan’t t rQl any we came suddenly face to face with “ little smarty” kept her paddle inat tbd western end of Lake A that- saw the mother fox get up on a body that I did not see the target the most beautiful deer you ever side the canoe, so that we made the
Peter and saw.
asca, afterward proceeding to Fond log and lie down.
Now was
our when the gun weait off.
He was apparently entirely passage in safety, clean as a whistdu Lac, a Hudson bay
companys’ time and we moved forward, and at Bob say that they are sure they can unconscious of our approach
and le and brought up-alongside of our
post on the north shore of
the our first move, Mrs. Fox made ber “ show me” a d'-er and then it will stood knee deep in the cool stream, interested audience of two. My poor
eastern arm of the lake.
ir,scape for the forest.
We reach be up to your little frend to demon- his head under water, drinking. I [guide mopped his brow and looked
Returning, Conroy will travel on ed the hole and everything
Doesn’t; ma.de just the very tininsU noise, very red faerd and dishevelled,
was strate what she can do.
a boat up Slave river to Fort Smith, quiet.
as I shifted my cramped foot, but know it does not sound so difficult
I began using my
shovel that sound exciting?
and on to Fort Resolution on Great very rapidly as th re were two en
To-day Uncle and I are home in it wras enough to wrarn him of our but just you try to pick pole a cranky
Slave lake.
The most
northerly trances.
channel
We filled one with stones, camp and my two mighy guides are approach for he raised his dripping canoe up a swift narrow
{joint at which he will pay
treaty and after digging about eighteen fiet out trying to locate a flock or herd head and for a moment gazed at us i through rapids and then you’ll realize
money will be at P^ort Simpson, at among the stones and roots and at cr whatever you call it, so that wiien j standing motionless like a statue, what a. triumph it seemed to be safiethe junction of the. Liard and Mac a depth of from two to four feet, I Diana goes a huntng she will have The next instant he bounded away Iy hack in quiet water once more,
kenzie rivers.
He will return to came to a side track, a' palce about the very best possible chance.
up the bank and into the
woods' “Gary, Mr. Woodhouse,” Bob «•
Edmonton next September.
Did you know that Pet r has prov- snapping twigs and branches as he claimed, “ old Skewaga (that's what
£& large as a peck basket.
Here
they call tbo rapids) nearly got you
was a half of a fr:ish rabbit
and ed to he an old friend cf the fam- ran.
BIG AUTO SHIPMENT.
wray
My heart was heating fit to burst this time, I guess.”
only one baby fox, but a very dark ijy, in a rather round about
how and I was so excited I could hardly
“ Diana should not have tri?d to
coolred one. I told my wife that place and only goes to prove
Trainload of Maxwells
Received in was the dark one I must have seen very small this world is after
aih speak.
It does give one a thrill j use her paddle,” volunteered Facie
Portland Recently.
the night before. Of course,
this When we frst met him he said that to 8x't so close to a wild animal and Jo, “ it was her ill advised jab at
was a rich one, but I became a little lie wondJ red iif Uncle Jo was any |makes you sort of “ goosey flesh.” all the water that caused all the misProphets of hard times are cer alarmed in fear I would net get my relation to the Mrs. Raymond with overPeter said that if I had not chief.”
tainly getting severe jolts in the number. My shovel had cool1 d c.ff a whom his mother had corresponded 11’-ade a noise, he could have touch <d“ Please don’t
rub i-t in,” I said,
state of Maine, the latest being the little and I b igrm work in haste and for so many years, and then
one r'ne deer with the how of our canoe. “ I fully realize the silly blunder I
shipment of a train load cf auto my wife with a small bar and how thing led to another and we found Goodness, I was nervous enough as made and Peter would have
been
mobiles from , Detroit to Portland. the dirt did fly!
have justified in throwing me out of the
We only dug a- cut that Mrs. Woodhouse, years ago ^ w’as, and believe I would
any canoe for being so foolish.”
On May 1st a big Grand Trunk locc-ibdut three feet and I could see more at the time of the Civil War, lived passed away if we had gone
I was shaking like a leaf
“ Nonsense,” said he, “ nothing of
motive pulled into the Portland yards] little foxes and I carefully b igan to in Richmond and married a
Union closer.
You thought you were
of the company with the first full pull them out.
We got seven from Officier there and after the war was and must have looked like a scared the sort.
------- ----- . _______ ,
eoing to help me and I appreciate
trainload cf automobil s ever deliv this point, making eight in all, four over went North to live.
It all
ered in the s^ate of Maine.
The very dark ones, and four about half seemed very strange and interesting
that.
Lots of girls would
never
train was made up of 31 big auto between them and a red fox. Say, and when a few days later I receiv
hav • done one thing, but sit tight
mobile cars, 30 of them containing this made me think of the Bulls and ed a 1 itUr frem Auntie giving me
(Continued on page six)
three autos fa,oh and one car
two Bears of Wall Street.
-------------------------------------;
Yes, I ex all tine details, I was flabbergasted.
FAMOUS
autos, making a total of 92 cars. The pect 1 got a little nervous, my wife I I often have heard Auntie speak of
BACKWOODS
value of this big shipment was in says I did.
Well, it was enough to ! her “ New York fr ied, Mrs.
Woodround numbers, $76,000.
make anyone forget liis r ligaon.
house,” but I never took very much
FAIRY TALES
A record run was made by this
On our way home we called
on j interest in her because she corres0. VV. PICKEL,
train, the trip from Detroit to Port Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Sturtevant, my |ponds with such a raft of old people
TAXIDERMIST
Dealer in Sporting Goods, Fishing Tsckto.
land being accomplished in exactly nearest neigl ibors.
Henry
says, in all parts of the golbe, that I don’t
Indian Moccasins, Baskets and Souvenirs.
R AN G ELE Y,
MAIN!
72 hours. This is the fastest time ‘ That beats any fox hunt I
.ever know one from ' the
other. Of
Ed Grant. Beaver Pond Camps
a freight has ever made over
this heard of.”
At this writing they aire course, she is simply delighted
to | New reading matter, interesting.
“ Monmout li Moceasiiis”
road and in order to accomplish it awful smart and grow dark r every hear that I’ve met the son of her I The first edition was exhausted much sooner
.
,
,
. than we expected and the popular demand was
They are made for
an average of approximately 30 miles day and they have had over
fifty Cdclest triend, and. . she
has has WTt- so great for a second edition that we published
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen
enlarged and improved edition to be sold by
an hour had to be made.
Cn ar visitors thus far.
ten me at glowing description of him an
Known
the world over for excel
mail (postpaid) at the low price named.
rival in Portland the train was split •Yours respectfully,
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.
and enumerated his many
virtues, Twelve cents, postpaid. Stamps accepted.
up and the various carloads sent to
Emerson P. Bartlett, in
J. W. BRACKETT CO ,
but as she has never set eyes
on
M. L. (i ETCH ELL CO.,
the agents scattered over the state.
Monmouth,
Maine
Lewiston Sun.
Phillips, Me.
the young man in question in all
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ure.
In captivity it is said he will'
GENUINE PALMER
sing this song when water is poured
on lids back.
On warm, rainy nights
Waterproof, Oil Tan Moccasins
that throaty purr is a common song
Tanned
and manufactured by the
of the bog and marsh, mingling in
original JOHN PALMER who
fine choral effect with the other frog
for over thirty years has made
songs which are sure to be sung about that time.
the best moccasins in North
As late as June one may hear the j
America.
song of the pickerel frog. This frog:
In complete assortment for immediat
delivery.
somewhat resembles the leopard frog,1
but is hardly as large, though more
vigorously spotted. It has been sug
Because you slice Sickle off the plug- as you use it,
gested that the pickerel frog’s voice j
and all the original flavor and moisture are pressed into
sounds like making a long tear in
the plug and kept there by the natural leaf wrapper— so
Catalogue on request
a piece of stout cotton cloth, and
SOLE AGENT FOR U .S.A .
that every piece o f Sickle P lug is bound to be fresh when
perhaps that comes as near it
as
any description can, though it seems
it goes into your pipe. You are sure o f a slow-burning,
CLARK-HUTCHINSON
to me to have a certain . musical
cool, sweet sm oke always.
COMPANY, BOSTON, MASS.
quality in spite of all that. While
Ground-up tobacco keeps getting drier all the time—
the pickerel frog site upon the bank
so dry that it clogs in the bottom o f the package and has and hunts much by the brookside he
summer
to be dug out. N o wonder it bum s fast, smokes hot and does not often swim freely in the less a big one had hotter keep out of birds are settled in tlxeir
his way, as many a small pickerel; quarters, it is safe to consider that
bites the tongue.
clear water.
Probably he
knows
has learned too late.
The bullfrog] each male represents a breeding pair.
why his name is given him.
If we will eat or attempt to eat anything
W h e n you buy Sickle you get m ore tobacco— because you
The census of one day should be
tramp down the brookside in
May moving that he can reach,
don’t pay fo r a package— and you sm oke all you get, because there’s
young checked and revised by several days
or
later
we
are
apt
to
surprise
MmJ
no tobacco spilled and wasted. Just try Sickle today— your dealer
ducks and other water fowl,
land
and see him take to the brook fori birds unfortunately immerser, mice,1of further work, in order to insure
t sells it.
refuge, however, going in in
one Iturtles, your finger carelessly dabbed that each bird seen is actually nest
ing within the area, and to
make
surprisingly long leap, a ballistic]
in the water—anything. And what
been
curve that ends in a splash and the! a self-reliant, optimistic chap he is certain that no species has
overlooked.
frog is under the mud before
any about it all; independent, sure
of
May 30 is about the proper date
waiting pickerel can say Jack Rob himself, the goblin monarch of the
inson.
He can stay under as long pond margin.—Winthrop Packard in to begin the census in the latitude
of Washington.
in the latitude of
as he wishes to, hut when he does Boston Transcript.
Boston, the work should not
begin
come out is is with a little stirring
until a week later, and south of
of the mud and no initial
velocity.
Washington an earlier date should he
That is the time that the pickerel
selected.
takes luncheon.
The final results of the
census
The pickerel frog is much like the:
should be sent to the Biological Sur
leopard frog, but if you care to;
vey, Dept, of Agriculture,
Wash
distinguish between the two you may
ington, D. C., about June 30,
and
do so by noting that the spots on
Washington, D. C., May 12—A cen should he accompanied by a state
the pickerel frog are square instead
United ment of the exact boundaries of the
always sus of all the birds of the
FRO G O P E R A S E A S O N
relatively low pitched, a lullaby of cf round, that the color is
States
is
suggested
for
this
summer
selected area, defined so explicitly
The spots
the carboniferous are
strangely some shade of brown.
and the U. S. Department of Agricul that it will he possible 25
years
do
not
have
yellow
rims
and
are
Voices of N ig h t T e ll T h a t
Spring brought down to this one.
usually
less
long and
pointed ture is inviting bird lovers through hence to have the census repeated.
Has Come and S u m m er Is a t ,
The little frog is no bigger than a
than that of the leopard frog. The out the country to co-operate in tak The name of the present owner of
ihyla, barely an inch long and soft two *are quite closely related. The ing it.
The object is to determine the land should be given,
Hand.
together
fawn red of so wondrouslv delicate pickerel frogs live on land
each with a careful description of
its
much how many pairs of birds of
and appetizing a color that I do more than in water, even in the species breed within definite areas. character, including a
statement
The hylas begin “ peeping” some
with whether the area is dry upland
not blame the pickerel for sliding up breeding season, though they resort By comparing these figures
or
times in March, the voices increasing
in the shallows until his hack is out to the water then to spawn. They those of subsequent censuses, it will moist bottom-land, the number
of
in numbers and ecstacy as
the
be possible to ascertain whether the acres in each of the principal crops,
of water, seeking so dainty a tit spend most of their time in
the
warmth of the season increases. At
bit for his luncheon. Knowing this, grass, hunting caterpillars, cut worm present State and Federal laws are or in permanent meadow,
pasture,
first the call is but a single
brief;
the swan^p tree frog goes to the and other food of that sort, swamp effective and game and insectivorous orchard, swamp, roads, etc.;
the
tone, laber I note it sliding up the
water only in the breeding season,
whether
gnats birds increasing or diminishing in kind of fencing used, and
scale and with the coming of full but spends his life in the damp and flies, moths and butterflies,
and beetles.
The pickerel frog is numbers. Volutary observers^ are re there is much or little brush along
prarmth we often get a brief trill. shady places near the margin.
He essentially an Eastern frog,
being lied upon to furnish most of the de any fences, roads, or streaans, or in
Nowhere in the world have I
heard may plunge for the bottom when dis
the permanent pasture.
rarely
if
ever
seen
on
the
great sired data to the Department.
hylas so numerous or in such wonder turbed, but he is as poor a swimmer
As a beginning the Department has
plains
of
the
West,
where
the
leop
A second census desired is one of
ful voice as in a tiny meadow
up as he is a climber, nowadays, and he
asked about 250
correspondents some isolated pi'ece of woodland com
under Chocorua Mountain in
New soon gets out again to hide in the ard frog is so common.
If you will drop the G string of throughout the country, who have prising from 10 to 20 acres. In giv
Hampshire. It was late May and when moss and among the leaves.
the
your violin almost as low as it will previously rendered valuable service, ing the results of this census
I stepped down amongst them
i t 1 You may hear the hyla’s
voice
to follow a general outline in supply number and kinds of trees in the
was as if a million, goblin sleighing more or less throughout the summer, go and still give a suggestion of a
ing information.
Anyone wishing to woodland should be stated as well as
parties were jangling strings of bells rarely in July and August, but pip musical note and twang it vigorously,
aid in this good work is cordially in whether there is much or
little
you
may
get
a
sound
quite
like
that
right in my ears.
The uproar be ing up again with the coming of the
vited to send similar information to undergrowth.
came so great and its quality
so fall and occasionally to be noticed which the green frog, Rana clamit- the Department.
ans, gives when he jumtps overboard
Still a third census to be taken is
back until freezing weather nips it
piercing it seemed to re-echo
in
The correspondents have been ad that of some definite area-40 acres
at your approach.
It
harmoniezs
and forth so within my head that I November.
But the hyla’s
friend,
vised that tire census of the
birds for instance—forming part of a much
was fain ot cover my ears and run the wood frog, is heard only for a wefll' with the ker-plwnk of his solid
should be taken over some area that larger tract of timber,] either decid
body
as
it
plunges
into
the
water.
away, grateful for the relief of dis brief season at just about this time
While the num
The green frog is quite brilliantly fairly represents the average charact uous or evergreen.
tance.
The shrilling was fairly mad of year.
This is probably just
as
immediate ber of birds on such a piece of land
green
about the head and shoulders, er of the country in the
dening.
well.
The wood frog has much
neighborhood.
The area
selected will be far less than on an 'equal
but the color running into brown farther
A little later than the hylas comes music in his soul, I dare say,
should represent average farm con area of mixed farm land, their cor
down
the
hack.
The
species
is
tine voice of another closely allied none in his voice, which is a guttu
than ditions, hut without woodland; should rect enumeration will require con
I do not often find the much more distinctly aquatic
batrachian, the swamp-tree frog. This: ral croak.
any
of
the
other
frogs
thus
far be not less than 40 acres (a quarter siderably more care and time.
has none of the hyla’s voice, but is wood frogs in running water. They
of a mile square) and not more than
discussed.
He
comes
up
out
of
the
The Department also will he glad
a long-drawn, dreamy, cadenced trill,; prefer a shallow, stagnant forest pool
80. acres, and should include
the to have information concerning any
mud
about
this
time
of
year,
but
he
that will be hone dry by July. Here
farm buildings, shade tretes, orchards, changes noted in the bird life
of
in April they splash about in the does not come ashore. Instead, he
fields of plowed land, and pasture.
sits
on
the
hank
or
paddles
about
in
any locality, especially itf the
ob
sun of a warm day and sing “ O
It is desired to take a census of servations extend over any consid
Promise Mfe” with vajst fervor. But the shallows hunting quietly for has
the result, though a brave chorus, daily varied food of insect and ani the pairs of birds actually nesting} erable number of years.
Birds
The waternstriders,
the w;thin the selected area.
is not what can be rightly
called mal] lifla.
In the past, under mixed game reg
TIME TABLE
back-swimmers, the whirligig bet- visiting the area for feeding purposes ulations of various States, bird life
music,
even
of
the
frog
kind.
It
In E ffec t, M ay 18th, 1914.
matter has been decreasing.
sounds like tine gabbling of goblin ties, the diving spiders, moths, flihs, should not be counted, no
Now that the
gnats, June beetles, dragonflies, al how close their nests to the boun birds have been placed in charge of
ducks
delirious
with
the
grip-tbe
STRONG
snapped dary lines.
of the automobile, or most anything moving is
the U. S. Department of Agriculture,
PASSENGER T R A IN S leave Strong for Farm honk-lionk
ington. at 6.23 A. M. and 1.37 P. M .; for Phillips something productive
It is practically impossible
to definite gind uniform measures' are
of
specially up by that long tongue which is at
it 12.31 P. M. and 6.46 P. M. and for Rangeley at
Fortunately
this tached to the lower jaw well front make this census on the scale of being taken to preserve them and
5.46 P. M. and for Kingfield and Bigelow at 6-50 raucous throats.
P.M.
with the tip tucked hacked in the 40-80 acres in a single day. A plan increase their number.
The new
wood
frog
music
lasts
only
a
few
PASSENGER T R A IN S arrive at Strong from
Farmington at 12.81 P. M. and 5.46 P. M ,; from days.
Then it is over for the year throat ready to be snapped out like which has been used with advantage bird census and the censuses to fol
Phillips at 6.23 A. M .; and from Rangeley and
a wthiiplash.
According to all hu for several years is to begin at day low will materially aid the Depart
Phillips at 1.37 P. M .; from Bigelow and Kingfield and the rest of tine woodland world
at 1.1S P. M.
man ideas the frog’s tongue is put light some morning tire last of May, ment in its effort to preserve
a
takes
its
fingers
out
of
its
ears,
MIXED T R A IN S leave Strong for Farmington
It 8.45 A. M .; and for Kingfield at 3.00 P- M.
sighs with relief and goes about its on wrong end to, but the frog do^is or the first week in June, and zig valuable national resource and the
MIXED T R A IN S arrive at Strong from Phil
not find it so, or if he does prob zag back and forth across the area, voluntary efforts of bird lovers in
lips at 8.45 A . M .; from Kingfield at 2.10 P. M. business rejoicing.
Ind from Farmington at 11.45 A. M.
1 myself do not care for the wood ably is thankful because it makes a counting the male birds of ’ each aid of this movement will be appre
PHILLIPS
species.
Early in the morning
at ciated.
frog’s voice, though I find those of better bug winner tliiat way.
PASSENGER T R A IN S leave Phillips for
The
green
frog
is
distinctly
aquat
all
other
frogs
musical,
even
the
that season every male bird should
Farmington, at 6.00 A . M. and 1.15 P. M .; for
Rangeloy at 6.18 P. M .
counted.
big bassoon of thie bullfrog when he ic, hardly ever coming ashore of his be in full song and easily
IT Pays to Advertise in
Maine
PASSENGER T R A IN S arrive at Phillips from
Farmington at 12.63 P. M. and 6.08 P. M .; from wipes the prespiration
from
his own will, and so, and even more so, After the migration is over and the Woods.
Low Advertising Rates.
Rhngeley at 1.06 P. M.
catesbiana.
of the is the bullfrog, Rana
MIXED TR A IN S leave Phillips for Farming- forehead under the fervor
ton at 7.30 A M and for Rangeley at 7.40 A. M. July sun and, eager
Here Is no frog of the shallow, van
for
rofresilir
MIXED T R A IN S arrive at Phillips from Farm
ington at 2.15 P.M.and from Rangeley at 3.00 P. M. ments, shouts:
“ Ah-li-h rum, aht-ili- ishing pool, the marsh or the slend
RANGELEY
er stream.
This basso profundo so
Ti rum.”
PASSENGER T R A IN leaves Rangeley for
loist of this frog chorus seeks for
There
is
the
leopard
frog,
spotted,
SWmington at 11.25 A . M .; and arrives from
Farmington a t 7.60 P. M .
as his name might denote,
with lvis domain, some big, placid pond,
MIXED T R A IN arrives from Phillips at 10.15
brown
or
an
olive
brown
or
green,
a especially such as have shallow mar
A. M.; and leaves for Phillips at 10.55 A . M.
tr " which like most of them varies gins luxurious with pickerel weed,
THE SPORTSMAN’S NEWSPAPER OF AMERICA
SALEM
PASSENGER T R A IN S leave for Strong and much in
coloration but is one of rushes, dog lilies and other plant
(Published weekly, Established 1874)
Farmington at 12.50 P. M .; and for Bigelow
those which voice their songs
in life which attracts numerous insects.
Subscription S4. ay r., 82. for fi months;Sample copy free if you mention Maine Woods
at 6.15 P. M.
MIXED TRAINS leave Salem for Strong and early spring.
Of a sunny day one In these shallows he is the frog
The American-Field collects news by its own staff representatives and
Farmington at 1.15 P. M .; and for Kingfield
may hear him in the bog, a
long supreme, settling matters very simp
at 3.45 P. M.
•
special reporters, giving authoritative reports ©f leading events in the
KINGFIELD
dra.wn, dreamy yawp, softly guttural ly and expeditiously with the small
sportsman’s world. Its recreative columns are always replete with
PASSENGER T R A IN S leave Kingfield for in quality, low-pitched and
vibrant. er frogs which may come Ms way by
interesting articles and contribution and open a wide field for discussion
Farmington at 12,30 P. M .: and for Bigelow
The bullfrog may
at 6.38 P. M., and arrive from Farmington at The leopard is the frog one
meets swallowing them.
of all subjects that interest sportsmen.
6.35 P.M.; and from Bigelow at 11.30 A . M- and
when on an afternoon stroll, leaping be seven or eight inches long when
8.25 P. M.
The departments of The American Field are: Editorial, Game and Shooting,
MIXED T R A IN leaves Kingfield for Bigelow from beneath the feet in the mead full grown, and look twice that. He
Fish and Fishing, Natural History, Hunting. Kennel. Trap Shooting. Rifle, Re
at 7.45 A. M. For Strong at 12.35 P. M . A r 
volver and Pistol. Queries and Answers.
ow grass, a long, low leap, usually is the paunchiest and most thick-set
rives from Strong at 4.16 P. M.
SEND ONE DOLL AR FOR THREE MONTHS’ T R IAL SUBSCRIPTION.
BIGELOW
followed by another and another, zig of all the frogs, a powerful swimmer,
If not more than satisfied with it the money will he refunded on request.
PASSENGER T R A IN
leaves Bigelow for zagging.
If you catch one
and able to leap five or six feet and in
Farmington at 10.00 A . M, and for Kingrfield at
that
1.85 P. M. Arrives from Farm ington at 7.28 stroke him gently lie will quite likely terested in anything edible
Address AMERICAN FIELD PUBLISHING COMPANY
P. M. and M IX E D T R A IN arrives from K ingcomes Ms way.
He has little fear
begin
to
sing
in
a
low
purring
tone
801 MASONIC TEMPLE; CHICAGO.
field at 9.15 A . M.
Indeed the fish un
that seem® to be evidence of pleas of the pickerel.
F. N . B E A L , G . P . A .

The Last P ip efu l of S ickle Is
as Fresh as the First

BIRD CENSUS
^
TO BE TAKEN

SANDY RIVER & RANGEIEY
LAKES RAILROAD
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O U T L O O K FOR GOOD SEASO N IS
former years.
E X C E L L E N T SAYS G EORGE
J. D. Wilson, provincial inspector
M. H O U G H T O N .
ISSUED WEEKLY
of fisheries, who made the foregoing
announcement in Edmonton a few
The spring fishing season along the
day's ago, said that no license is re
Phillips, Maine
quired by settlers and other resi line of the Bangor & Aroostook
dents angling for jackfish, pickerel, railroad, which passes through the
and
perch, gold eyes and other
coarse heart of Maine’s great fish
L. B. BRACKETT,
gamje regions, will soon he at its
Business Manager fish, adding:
The ice embargo,
which
“ I am sure that the following ex height.
has
held
the
lakes.
in
its
grip
since
tracts from the fishery regulations,
the
which apply to angling, will
meet last fall, is giving way before
OUTING EDITION
warm
rays
of
the
spring
sun
and
tho
........................................
$1.00
per
year
8 pages
with the approval of all true sports
LOCAL EDITION
men, as well as by all settlers who ice is out of the most of the
12 and 16 p a g e s ................................... $1.50 per year
have any regard and set any value principal ponds and lakes, says the
Canadian, Mexican, Cuban and Panama sub
Bangor Commercial.
scription 60 cents extra. Foreign subscription on the natural resources of Alberta:
According to George M. Houghton,
76 cents extra.
“ ‘The use of spears, lights, fire
the
passenger traffic manager
of
arms, dynamite or other explosive
the Bangor & Aroostook R. R., this
material
in
killing
fish
is
prohibit
Entered as second class matter, January 21,
is going to he a great season
for
1909. at the postoffice at Phillips, Maine, under ed.
fishing, with a large number of out
the Act of March 3.1879.
“ ‘The use of bare unbaited hooks
of the state sportsmen coming soon.
or grapnels is prohibited.
He has been advised in Boston that
The Maine Woods thoroughly covers the entire
“ ‘No river or creek shall be ob
state of Maine as to Hunting, Trapping, Camp
the Pullman office there has had no
ing and Outing news, and the Franklin county structed by any kind of dam or trap end of applications for
reservations
for the purpose of killing fish.
locally.
on the sleeper for Greenville
the
Maine Woods solicits communications and fish
“ ‘Section 31. (a) Angling
or
night after the ice leaves Moosehead
and game photographs from :ts readers.
trolling
in
waters
frequented
by
trout,
When ordering the address of your paper
white- 1lake.
changed, please give the old as weil as new grayling or Rocky Mountain
There are a great many visitors
fish. is prohibited, except under peraddress.
to
Moosehead for the early fishing
i mit.
each spring, that being one of the
“ ‘ (b’ Every British, subject res
THURSDAY, MAY 21, 1914
most popular of the early fishing re
ident in the province for which it
sorts on the B. & A. system.
The
is issued shall he eligible for
an
A large blue heron was recentlysportsmen visit the other lakes later,
angling and trolling permit. The
found by Wm. Alexander in a steel
and the very last of May and
the
annual fee for such permit shall be
trap set by the river near West Far
wholje of June finds them pretty well
$ 1.
mington. The bird was released by
scattered among the many
places
“ ‘ (c) Every non-resident
shall where the fishing is the best obtain
Mr. Alexander and taken home,
where it was doctored so that
in he eligible fer an angling and troll able anywhrlre.
about a week’s time it could
fly. ing permit, the fee on which shall be
Moosehead will be late in opening
It was then taken to the river bank one dollar for a single day, or $5^ this year, although the ice is said to
and set at liberty and undoubtedly for a season.
be softening fast and will soon be
“ ‘ (d) In waters not frequented by out.
soon found its mates.
The record of the opening of
trout, grayling or Rocky
Mountain Moosehead for the past several sea
whitefish, angling or trolling may be sons is kept on the records in the
Rumford officials of the Maine
carried on by resident British sub- 3 & a . offices, and with tho excep
Central railroad and the travelling
jects without a permit.
tion of 1911 for which no record
public will appreciate the new sta
“ ‘Section 32. (a) In the Red was kept owing to the fact that it
tion which opened last Monday morn
and came near the time of the big Ban
ing.
Since the burning of the old Deer river and its tributaries,
station on Railroad street,
March the North Saskatchewan river and gor fire, which destroyed the B. &
19, 1913, various rather crude
ar its tributaries, no one shall fish for, A. records, is as follows: 1913, May
rangements have been utilized for catch or kill any trout, grayling or 1; 1912, May 8; 1910, April 20; 1909,
from May 15; 1908, May 15; 1907, May 15;
the transaction of business. The new Rocky Mountain wthi-tefish
station at the foot of Congress street ; September in eacb >'ear to APril 30 1906, May 14.
The ice left Sebago lake Saturday
does away with the backing in of following both days inclusive.
‘Section 34. (a) No one shall and is also out of Square lake. From
the Berries train or any
changes.
r?iport
The building is 131 feet long
and in one day catch or retain more than the latter there comes the
the platform 160 feet.
There are twenty-five cutthroat trout, rainbow that already two eight-pound and one
180 electric lights in and about the trout or Rocky Mountain whitefish, nine-pound salmon have been taken.
named Square lake is getting to be a great
station.
The platform beyond the or of the different species
larga
station being lighted by clusters of than will in the aggregate amount to place for salmon and many
ones were taken there last year.
lamips upon iron posts. The building more than twenty fisln
“ ‘ (b) No one shall catch and re
The ice is out of Portage lake and
is of brick with slate roof and ce
tain
more than 10 lake trout in one it will soon be good trout fishing
ment walks.
day.
there.
This station agent at Katah‘ (c) No one shall, in one day by din Iron Works reports that the ice
Says a Maine exchange:
“ The angling or trolling catch or retain went out of Little Houston
pond
latest theory about the wild ducks more than 25
jackfish, pickerel several days ago and has also gone
which .have been wintering in suchi (dore), or of either of these specout of Big Houston.
The ice is
numbers around the lower Kennebec, ies than in the aggregate will amount
also gone from the pond at Shirley.
i 3 that they they are fools and that to 25.’ ”
The twin lakes are free from ice
they have remained, misled by the
Mr. Wilson said also that the and the ponds and lakes are now
warm weather of December and did law requiring a permit and fees for
pretty generally, open, but the fishing
not know enough to foretell that the angling in waters frequented
by will not be at its best for several
winter would be severe. As a re trout, grayling or Rocky
Mountain
sult ift is claimed that many of the whitefish is more particularly with days yet.
birds have died for lack of food and reference to tihie upper waters of the
because of the extreme cold weath Saskatchewan, Pembina, McLeod and
er.
Some hunters argue that, had Athabasca rivers and their tributar CYCLE CAR BUILT FOR TWO
they been, allowed to shoot
the ies.
Trout are often found in the On Rough Roads This Machine W ill
ducks, the birds would have proceed vicinity of Edmonton.
Be Found One of the Most Com
ed on their south era flight and come
fortable Yet Devised.
back well and fat on their regular
HERE AND TH E R E .
While manufacturers have, as a rule,
springtime flight to the north.” This
been unable to forget the motor car
reminds us of the remarkable tele
State Land Agent; and
Forest
gram which was received in
the Commissioner Blaine S. Viles spoke and have proposed small cars instead
Boston office of the A. P. a short Tuesday evening of last week at a of cyclecars, there are several con
cerns which have really seen the rea
time ago relating the heroic rescue
meeting of the Men’s Federation in son for the cyclecar movement as the
of drowning persons in a canal ac
Patten on the subject, “ Forest Fire demand for a ‘‘lowest cost motor ve
cident.
The consetemtloiis reporter, PlK>t6oUon...
White in that section hicle,” and have built the simple type
closed his account with these POrt-|Mr. Vil6s wlu atteod t0 u>e
t
cars. The drawing shows a new cycle- a - i . 0le two untor. jot appo
a ^
„ r3 wardan.
car seating the riders tandem type,
entous words:
which has wonderful advantages for
tunate persons had been
rescued
five minutes later they would have
Col. and Mrs. Frederic E. Boothby rough road work and yet is surprising
ly sociable. The writer recently ac
been- dead.”
of the Falmouth left Portland Wed complished 45 miles an hour in this cat
nesday for Waterville where they with ease. The car. due to the seatin?
How
The seal fisheries of the season are to reside in the future.
just closed were more succesful ever, Portland friends will see them,
financially than those of last year, if only upon occasion, for they are
according to figures just compiled. still to continue to have a room at
But for the fishermen, the financial the Falmouth.

MAINE W OODS

J. W . Brackett Co.

success had been shrouded in gloom
by the great loss of life in
the
hunt.
Twenty steamers, employing
4000 men, set out on the hunt two
months ago.
Nineteen vessels re
turned with 252 less men, and with
the pelts of 233,718 seals.
This
cateth was valued at $498,086. Last
year a greater number of seals was
caught, 272,956 pelts being returned,
but they were valued at only $493,845.
ENDEAVOR

FOR

BETTER

FORCEM ENT.

Henry Cap:m was in Augusta re
cently from Moosehead lake,
and
after a few days at his home in that
city will return to the lake.
Mr.
Capen said that the water in the
lake was very high and that
had
become necessary to raise 30 of the
gates at the outlet dams to
re
lieve the water pressure, in addition
to what water was going through
the sluiceway.
He also said that
the ice in the lake was breaking up
along the shores and that he ex
EN- pected that by Saturday the ice
would have left the lake.

Edmonton, Alta.—Officers of the
provincial department of fisheries,
with the assistance of the
Royal
North West Mounted Police, will di
rect their endeavors in the future to
better enforcement of the laws regu
lating angling in Alberta than
in

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Castner
of
Naples Road, Brookline, are to open
their attractive camp at
Haines
Landing, Main?, and will have sev
eral guests with them for the early
fishing which will be very good in
-lie Rangeley Lakes this season.

Tandem Seat Cyclecar.

arrangement, Is fitted with wonderfui
springs, and is as comfortable at al
speeds as a big car. It is driven bj
an air-cooled motor, which has plentj
of excess power for the work, and fiat
a final belt drive. The drawing show*
the general lines of the machine.
Maine Woods Ads. Pay Best Be
cause It Reaches the People
You
W an t for Customers.
T ry It.

Strength comes from well digested
and thoroughly
assimilated food.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla tones the diges
tive organs, and thus builds up the
strength.
'If you are getting "run
down,” begin taking Hood’s at once.
It gives nerve, mental and digestive
strength.

1 Fly Rod’s Note Book
BY FLY ROD

The first touring car to
come
through from New York was that of
R. L. Spotts, reaching Haines Land
ing at 9 o’clock Tuesday
morning.
Mr. Spotts has a new and very fine
Italian touring car.
The family left
their home in Neiw York City Sunday
afternoon and came via Boston to
Portland where Mrs. Spotts and the
children spent a day coming
from
ere by train.
Mr. Spotts said,
“ We had a great trip. After we left
Portland we found the roads hard
in some places but had no trouble
until near Long pond, we run into a
mud hole, and often took a spin over
an icy place and passed the last of
the snow banks by the road side. Th
flag is now flying at the beautiful
summer home of Mr. and Mrs. Spotts
on the ledge opposite Frye’s camps,
where the family will be at home
until autumn.
In June Mr. Spotts
will give a sheet on his
private
grounds When many of the best men
at the traps will be present
and
his young son Ralph who has dis
tinguished himself as one of the
best shots in the country will
no
doubt take the honors from them all.

ciame from the south the first of
May, to their beautiful
summer
home in Dixfield vJhere they will re
main until autumn.
Frank Philbrick came from Rangeley to-day and said that lie thought
the ice would not leave that lake
before the 19th hut be will be ready
to take his party out on Tuesday.
Everything here is ready for the
expected parties to-morrow. Among
them, and those who come this week
are Mr. and Mrs. William B. Littlefield and friends, Messrs. W. D.
Nelson, F. Baker, Dr. J. H.
Grant,
Geo. A. Creighton and
daughters,
Dr. and Mrs. F. L. Judkins, Chas.
F. Cotter and others from
Lyon,
Mass.; W. D. Brackett of Stoneham, Mass.; John B. Watkins
of
New York.
The middle of June will find die
old parties in the cottages and the
fly fishermen on the pool as Mr. and
Mrs. John S. Doane of Boston; Mr.
and Mrs. Stephen H. Palmer
and
family of Wilford,Penn.;
Dr. and
Mrs. James W. Wister and family
of Germantown, Penn.; Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Miner and family, Mr. and
Mrs. E. F. Van Dusen of New York,
and
Upper Dam, May 17—The young “ come home for the summer”
folks say, “ The longest way home is later will be joined by tine members
often the shortest” and that .is a- of “ the ha|ppy Dam family.”
bout the way I came to the RangeMessrs. Walter
Chadwick and
leys this trip.
Leaving Phillips at
6 o’clock Saturday morning, May 16, Charles E. Grant and their families
via Lewiston, stopping for several (have had a happy, healthful wint
hours and for dinner with Miss Ber er. The children with Miss Isabel
have
tha I. Poore at Hebron, I took the True of l ’c -t and a,s teacher
their
afternoon train for Bemis. At Rum- made great advancement in
kept
ford the handsome new station which studies, while the deep snow
CLe day this winter
will be used after Monday attracted them indoors.
much attention.
This will
save t:.c thermometer t'.ok a drop to 36
quite a little time for the trains degrees below zero, but 20 waa
not uncommon.
coming and going.
The big wood box tha/t holds half
It seemed like the good old sum
the
mer time when at Rumford
the a cord of wood is filled and
conductor told us the ice had left huge hack logs in the office fireplace
the Mooselookmeguntic lake, and to are cheerfully blazing up the chim
The former chef Hindle and
meet a number of sportsmen, guides ney.
and employees, who like myself, were, Mrs. E. Woodbury with their old
assistants cannot be excelled
in
en route for the lakes.
At the Summit a party of ten fM>( the good things they cook. Mrs. W.
ermen from Rumford got out,
to McCormick has charge of the dining
take the trail across to Four ponds, room, Herman Marston is back in
former
and at Bemis a number of passeng-j the office and most of the
The
ers, many trunks, piles of express! crew of help have returned.
and mail were left.
Capt. Fred C. chairs are out on the piazza and the
Barker was there with a hearty guides are already telling fish yarns.
greeting for his many old friends and The flowerbeds are being spaded for
all will be glad to find him in good the geraniums and the tennis court
ready
health. Robt. Burnside of Rumford and clock golf grounds are
The air is filled
was at the station with a band some for the players.
with the sweet perfume of the May
5 pound trout he had just landed.
flowers which are in bloom close by
Both, steamboats, the Frye
and and the children have gathered many
Almost every night a
Dorothy were waiting at the wharf bouquets.
and I decided to be one of 24 to go herd of five deer have been seen around here, looking for the first bit
over to Upper Dam.
Everyone will be glad to
find of “ garden sass,” or waiting to have
Capt. Tom McCormick again at the their picture taken, and it 663ms as
wheel and his brother Wallace look if there never were so many wiki
ing out that the boat makes quick birds giving a free early morning
time across.
When we reajehed1 the concert as this year.
Dam Messrs. Chadwick and Grant
Capt. Ed Coburn made the
first
were there with, a welcome for all,
and everybody was glad to see their trip from Middle Dam with his boat
old friends again.
“ Wben did the Friday as the ice left the Mollychunkice go out?” was the first qu?stion amunk and Wellekenmebacook that
Everything is all ready at
asked, and Mr. Grant said, "On Fri morning.
day morning the mail carrier left Lakewood Camps for the coming
Bemis in a rowboat with a horse fishermen and a good season, expect
load of mail, and when he got to ed.
Hollis Ellingwood, the
guide in
the ice it looked so bad he did not
think it safe to cross, and so
he charge of Aziscoos Camp is putting
took to the woods and for 10 miles things in order and on Tuesday ex
followed the telephone wire along pects Rev. John Suter for a short
Judge Tennemt and family of
the lake shore.
He got here for stay.
oamp
dinner and the wind was blowing a Jersey City have taken the
gale.
The steamboat which had for the summer.
At Camp Maryland, Arthur Rob
been newly painted was in
the
water by the wharf waiting to steam erts with a crew of helpers is put
up and the first thing we
knew ting in order, for Jerry Wheelwright
there was no ice to be seen for it the Baltimore, Md., “ coal king” and
had gone out.
Of course the Capt. party come this week.
Down at Deer Park Lodge,
Ben
steamed up and we were soon on the
way to Bemis.
We made two trips Mitchell, who for over 30 years was
before night, bringing over
the caretaker for J. Parker Whitney is
freight that was at the station and painting boats, etc-, as Benj. Pear
son and party of Byfield, Mass., are
to-day commenced the regular trips.
expected thasi wejt-k.
Will Cutting is at the
Ambrose
Looking up at the row of camjps
and
I noticed there was smoke from eveiy Camp and Fred M. Ambrose
chimney as fire had been kept in family of New York plan to come
them all day that they might be early and stay late this season.
Archie Poore has Bellevue Caanps
warm and dry, as each will be oc
ready for Dr. Norton Downs and
cupied this week.
The first guest for 1914 was Col. friends of Philadelphia, who corns
It is mo6t
H. Bisbee of Jacksonville, Fla., wiho for the early fishing.
with his guide Elmer Woodbury came pleasing for the many friends of the
the 16th. They spent a number of family to learn Dr. Downs, who spent
days at Lake Auburn, but the fish most of last summer in Europe has
refused to bite so early in the sea fully recovered his health and with
son. Col. Bisbee and wife accom his family plans to come here for a
(Continued on page five.)
panied by their colored
servants
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STEAMERS WERE
LAUNCHED TUESDAY

5

made the trip in Rowe’s automobile, j previous to. bis death.
Edward Al-j
Dr.
A.
M.
Ross
was
called
to
K
en-onzo
Spencer
was
bom
at
Greenfield,
One cent u word in advance. No headline or
nebago Friday, profession ally.
I but for the past few years has made!
other display. Subjects in a. b. c. order
Mrs. Anu„ Toothaker has been in his home in this town. He was a
FOR SALE.
member of Bntwistle Lodge, I. O. O.l
poor health the past few weeks.
Muriel Hoar, Eugene Easeley, Mar F., the services being conducted
FOR SALE—Village stand in Phillips Arbor Day Observed in the Schools
Always pleasant andj Noted Angler Secures a P a ir ian Quirnby, Hayden Huntoon, Mason by the order.
Upper Village. Inquire of J. Blaine
—Other Rangeley Items.
Russell, Howard Herrick, Mr.
and kind lie is mourned by a large circle
Morrison.
Many Guests at The Tavern,
Mrs. E. W. Marshall enjoyed
the o f . friends who extend deepest sym
pathy
to
the
bereaved
cnes.
Besides
FOR SALE—Edison Dictating
ma
week end at tlerrick’s camps.
(Special Correspondence.)
a , wife and three small children he; The Tavern, Rangeley, May 22.—
chine. In first class condition. In
Funeral services for Andrew
J. is survived by a father, D. W. Spen Yesterday, Thursday,
Rangeley,
May 19—Mrs.
Ada
the ice
quire at Maine Woods office.
______________________________________ Sprague and
Mrs. Bertha Patterson Ladd, the infant son of Mr. and cer, three sisters, Mrs. Clifford Pills- which has been trying to remain in
FOR SALE—One of thebest situat- left Saturday morning for Allertcn Mrs. David Ladd were held at the bury, Mrs. Ralph Haines, Mrs, Lilo the lake until June, all left so the
James fishermen are fishing, and the steam
ed camps on the Richardson Lake, j LodSe where they will remain for tw cliiurcli Tuesday mornlug at 10 o’clock, spencer, and one brother,
The little one was about five months Spencer.
Fully furnished, electric lights,
13 weelcsThe floral tributes were boats crossing the lak|eis.
The parents have the sympa-)many and beMlti£ll,L
In April two young fellows, James
bedrooms, pool room, dining room,
Mrs. H. W. Badger and daughter old.
His age was
I
and
Dick Whitlock of Eltingville, S.
Bitting room, guides’ camps,
etc. Anita, who have been spending the; thy of all.
35 years, 2 months, 4 days.
Both steamers, the Oquossoc and
I.,
New
York, came for a month's
Suitable for Club House.
Address past few days at Phillips
visiting
The many friends of Dr. C. E.
Rangeley were launched Tuesday, Proctor of Weld were
Mr. Wm. J. Downing.
P. O. Box relatives andfriends returned home
pained to stay and were the first to go-a-fislipreparatory to the summer travel.
The hoys are having
the
3598, Boston Mass.
Monday night.
learn of his death last week. Mrs. ing.
G. A. Proctor was called to Weld Proctor, who was formerly,
time of their lives and would like
Mrs.
Fred
Hinkley,
who
has
been
Mis®
MOTOR BOATS for sale.
Apply
visiting her parents in New Ilamp- by the death of his brother Dr. Car- Cora Brown, lias the sympathy of ail to remain all summer, as friends are
to C. M. Smalley, Belfast, Maine.
roll Proctor last week.
to- join them this week.
her friends in Rangeley.
_______
_____ __
_ shi’re has returned home.
Last Friday Joseph I. Wadsworth
Mr.
Wm.
Cunningham
of
New
York
W ANTED.
, A. M. Hoar and I. D. Hoar were!
Carroll Hewey, who has be:<q at| of New York was warmly greeted by
lias
arrived
at
his
cottage.
1
"
—
, at Kennebago Friday on business.
work for the American Realty Com all his friends and with Everett Hoar
Ray Harnden is serving as janitor
WANTED— Potatoes at my storepany returned to his home in the his guide is now after some of the
Arbor Day was observed Friday
at the schoolliouse.
house.
Notify by telephone night
afternoon in the village schools by| Recent arrivals as shown by the village last Wednesday.
big fish.
On Sunday with a party
before bringing them. B. F. Beal.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Blaisdell of he starts for a week’s tram,ping trip
spending a part of the afternoon in. j
Tavern register are: B. L. Taylor,
Live animals.
Will buy j cleaning up about the premises. The E. H. Bowler, Stratton; W. W. Phillips have employment with F. to Seven pends.
W ANTED
live mink, fox, skunk, latter part of the afternoon was de-< Morse, James M. Fagan, M. A. Nell, E. Timberlake for the summer.
The most noted angler who drops
b
The people of Rangeley who have! the hook in Rangeley lake Frederick
fisher, marten, otter, j voted to a rousing ball game, played H. D. Currier, H. Lagdon,
Royal
paid $4.00 for pigs weighing
less Skinner of Boston arrived for the
beaver, lynx and others, between the R. H. S. boys and the Bragg Portland; Chas.
Messenger,
During the game the Jack Swift, P. H. Garvin, Geo. Ry- than seven pounds are quite forcibly summer on Wednesday evening. Ray
k
Write us before buying town t°am.
'
K* or selling and about fur girls cheered them on to victory with nan, Boston; T. C. Bateman, Madison ! reminded that “ Pigs Is Pigs.”
Ellis, his guide, l.as given “ Troll,”
Mrs. C. P. Richardson spent
a lilts handsome beat, a dandy new
farming. C. C. Garland, several original school yells
and J. A. Whitlock, Master Richard, ElOld Town, Maine.
songs.
The score was 15
to 9 lingville, Staten Island, Miss Dora week in Portland recently with her! coat of paint and Thursday morning
sen, Willard Hewey.
-----------------------------------------------—-------- in favor of the R. H. S. boys. Folas soon as the lake was clear Mr.
Reich, Joseph Wadsworth, New York 1
WANTED— Experienced farmer. Must lowing was
the lineup: RangeMrs. Myra Ross, wlro has
been Skinner was trolling, and having his
F. M. Young, Bangor; Joel Wilbur,
quite ill with stomach trouble, is on fly rod with rum made a few casts
be able to work in a garden.
J-|ley
High
school,
Perley
MorAvon; J. H. Bonney, E. D. Jackthe gain.
Lewis York, Rangeley.
rill, r f.; J. E. Peakes, 3 b.; Vance
and landed a pair of trout about 1%
son, T. J. McLaughlin, Jos. N. MatWillard Hewey, Who graduated pounds each.
~
~~
“ Oakes, p.; Winnie Raymond, s s.; thien, Farmington; I. L.
Nevens,
M IS C E L L A N E O U S .
Karl Oakes, 1 f.; Everett Bailey, c.;
from the Portland School of Tele
Miss.Dora Reich of New York, who
Lewiston; C. E. Dyer, Mrs. F.
L.
graphy in November, 1913, has em came in March lias
improved in
Herbert Lamb, 1 b.; Lynwood Elilis, Dyer, Strong.
BARGAINS in firearms, binoculars,
ployment at Belgrade Lakes as as health and is so much pleased with
2 b.; Conrad Lamb, c f. Town, G.
Axel D. Tibbetts has returned
watches and jew elry; list for stamp.
sistant station agent.
tlias region she plans to spend the
O. Dill, s s.; Vernon Stewart,
p.;
from New York and will be employed
Roscoo V. Hurd, 126 W est 23, New
John Thibodeau, c.; Warren Loom at Mr. Cunningham’s as usual.
York.
is, 2 b.; Hayden Huntoon, 1 b.; Ray
Mother’s Day was observed at tlie
Harnden, 3 b .; H. C. Riddle, c f.; Ichurch Sunday with appropriate ex
A T R O U T POND A T HOME
Clifford Watson, 1 f.; Howard Her- ercises.
Miss Eliazbeth Gifford and

TWO WEEKS LATER
THAN LAST YEAR

k

The opening "of F t a -le s River Bas- ;**• r f - Carl Kempt° ” ’ c f’ V an ce' H. O. Huntoon each sang a solo.
in to anglers, under very reasonable: 0akes P'18’1' 8'1 a “ «>
for the Velma Tomlinson and Bertha Russell
....
. ,,
High school, striking out
several, sang
duet.
Rev. H. A.
Childs
restrictions as to the number of tliei °
°
chose for his text, Prov. 15: 20, “ A
catch that an Individual may m a k e,'fellows*
,
Mrs. Verne Pillsbury left Tuesday! Foolish Man Despiseth. His Mother.” j
reveals a new vista of sport for
^
^
T ,
,,
,
. „
morning to attend the Grand Lodge,! Next Sunday will be observed in
our stay-at-homes here in Boston. ItT
6
,
_ .
..
.
_+. Pythian Sisters to be held at Port-, memory of the Civil War veterans,;
is an innovation in the schedule ot j
and a good attendance is desired.
municipal delights, free to all.
lan ‘
_ u
. -u
i
Mr. and Mrs. David Quirnby have Let everyone show his or her res-|
Imagination runs riot in antlcipa-l ^
^ Kennebag0 for the summer.
pect for the G. A. R. men by being
tion.
The State Fish and
Game
Chester Robbins is visiting
hi®
present
and worshiping with them on
Commission has for several years Jbroth;C;rs ^
aDd ^ est Roblblns.
been stocking these inclosed waters
w a b u r Smith and Roy Cbapman of this day.
Supper at the Men’s League Sat
•with trout, bass, perch, smelt an
Mills were in town canvassing
urday night was served by the ladies
catfish.
Dr. Field is quoted as of ^
week.
opinion that by this time the trout
Mr and ^
Dean Green are oc. of the clean up committee. The pro
ceeds were added to the treasury of
have gaine-d a weight that is to e cupying the small Munyon building ss
the clean up movement and will be
measured in pounds rather than in
used toward
defraying expense®.
ounces.
Ten tons of food fish ie his
Herman Hatch has moved his fam Plans for a celebration to he held
estimate o f the annual yield.
ily to the farm formerly occupied by Saturday afternoon, and refreshments
What need of a pilgrimag-e>
to orrie Haley.
to be served the children who have
Rangeley when the ice goes out, to
Mrs. Geo. Getchell left Monday for
spent four hours or mere in work for
Sebago or Mocsehead, when
right b f jmhome in Caribou,
the cleaning up campaign werq dis
here at home, at our own back doors,
The whist and flinch party given
cussed.
The prizes will also
be
there are 50,000 brown trout disport-, Tuesday night under the joint auspicTHEY CAME T O THE FLY.
awarded at this celebration.
The
ing themselves, propagating, waiting eg 0f Summit Rebekah Lodge
and
super was served by Mdms. E.
B.
to be caught? In less than a fort- Lake View Temple Pythian Sisters
McCard, H. A. Furbish, Lyman Kemp-j
summer.
night it will be permissible fox our for
benefit of the
graduating
ton, O. R. Rowe, Ira Hoar,
Hubert
The first guests of
Saddleback
citizens to stop off on their wa y i c ]ass r jj. S. T4, was a grand sucSpiller and A. M. Ross. Considerable
down town in the morning and pro- cess>
The first priezs at
whist,
lake, Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Tubbs of
has been done in the time allotted
Providence, R. I., and Mrs. Geo. W.
vide themselves with the material handsome pillow tops were won by
but there still remains a good bit to
for a toothsome dinner.—Boston Post, j Miss Beatrice L. Jones and Herbert
Andrews of Woonsocket R. I., reg
be accomplished in the
remaining
W e guarantee that there are some Spiller.
The consolation
prizes
Many Ways by Which This Item istered here Tuesday en route for
time.
things conducive to the pleasure o f i created much amusement and a flying
their annual stay at Blackweill’s
Geo. D. Hoar and Herman Huntoon
of Expense May Be Mate
canajps.
a fishing trip at either
Rangeley, j machine was awarded Mrs. Guida
were business callers in
Phillips
rially Reduced.
Sebago or Moosehead, that cannot be, Nile, while T. Freeman Tibbetts was
Lewis Parkburst of Boston, who
Saturday.
found on the Charles River.
presented with a toy hammer. Three
is for the summer at his camp
on
Funeral services for the late Ed
large tables were devoted to the
the
big
lake,
with
Frank
Stewart
hii®
ward A. Spencer were held at the PROPER DRIVING THE SECRET
F L Y R O T ’S N O T E B O O K
flinch players.
Mduas. Ada Sprague,
guide were here for a short
stay
church
Tuesday afternoon at 2
Elizabeth Furbish, Alice Herrick,
this week.
o’clock.
Mr. Spencer was only ill a
(Continued from page four.)
Lucy Herrick, Minnie Cushman, Josiej
Business at The Tavern is surely
few days his death being caused by U tilizatio n of Power of Momentum
long stay this summer.
Hoar were in charge of the arrange- j
good as nearly a hundred
guests
blood poisoning.
He was a painter
Something Too Frequently Neg
The fish, do not seem to know the ments.
About $15. was realized
have penned their name on thtei reg
and paper banger by trade and work
lected by the Motorist— An-"
ice has left the lakes yet, but by •from the party for the class.
ister this week.
ed at his trade until just a few days
other Mistake Is Allowing
Tuesday they will have many a free
Mrs. Coe Toothaker is working for
Fly Rod.
Motor to Run Idle.
lunch of worms and minnows offered Mrs. Geo. D. Hoar.
them.
Wm. Lamb has been suffering with
Gasoline costs some motor enthusi
To-morrow I’ll go up the lake and a large carbuncle on his neck.
At
asts—who do not pay much attention
later report the doings at
The present lie is stopping with
his
to the myriad ways they can cut it
Barker, Bald Mountain Camps, Pleas daughter/ Mrs. Harrison Brown.
down by a third or a half—approxf
ant Island Gamps, etc., etc.
Mrs. W. D. Quirnby and Miss Lois
mately $150 a year each. That is,
Fly Rod.
have been on the sick list the past
perhaps $50 or $60 is wasted. There
GUNS AND
are about 1,200,000 cars of all typea
week.
FISH-RODS
nitiiHiiiiiiinMiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiminiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii|iij)
In America. The waste on all of them
Favorable reports have been receiv
probably runs over $23,000,000.
ed by friends in totvn of
Maxwell
William F. Nye
The figures given above are based
Neal and Glendon Wilbur, who have'
on
the fact that a man who loves mo
been very ill at the Lewiston hospi-j
toring will drive his car approximate
tal.
NYOIL ly 10,000 miles a year. His motoi
H. A. Furbish is to have his house j
434 Congress St.,
will consume somewhere between 6GQ
and 800 gallons of gasoline, a third ol
| PORTLAND, MAINE | and stable moved back to his lot oni
Lake street and will erect a moderni
which might be saved on^the average
NYOIL
Opposite State House, Boston, Mass.
1 Erected in 1911. and positively the only |
car.
house on the lot which lie now oc-j
Fireproof Hotel in the City
HAS NO EQUAL.
Offers room with hot and
There are several secrets of gaso
1 Elevator Service. Private anil Public | cupies.
cold water for $1.00 per day
Beware of scented mixtures called
line
saving
which
motorists
generally
j
1 Baths an«l every convenience for the com- |
O. R. Rowe and Orrie Haley left oil.
Use N Y O IL on everything
and up, which includes free
do not know. *Yet an engineer can [
1 fort of quests including
Monday afternoon for Farmington to! where a light oil is needed. It pre
use of public shower baths.
take the car from which an ordinary
I HOT AND COLD RUNNING | attend vourt, O. R. Rowe being vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
driver gets only 12 miles to the gallon
Nothing to Equal This in New England
1 WATER AND LOCAL AND | drawn as Traverse Juror.
They tion.
and in many cases make it yield 18
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
I LONG
DISTANCE TELE- |
Rooms with private baths
to 20 miles to the gallon. This is a
your firearms and your rod. You will
fer $1.50 per day and up;
I PHONE IN EVERY ROOM |
find it by far the best. Hardware and
saving of one-third or better, no incon
suites of two rooms and bath
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
1 SPLENDID R E STA U R A N T CONNECTED |
siderable economy.
for $4.00 per day and up.
Alive, unhurt, all kinds, old or young. Also
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
1 FEATURING POPULAR PRICE MENUS | mink, marten, and fisher. Will handle above
An instance came up the other day. |
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by
ABSOLUTELY
FIREPROOF
| American Plan S2.50 per day, upward | named animals at all times of year. Write or
We were equipping a certain manu
what you have to offer, stating lowest
Strictly a Temperance Hotel
| European Plan SI.00 per day, upward | wire
facturer’s
six-cylinder
models
with1
price. Fur farmers wanting stock should write
WM. F. NYE,
H
: Letters of inquiry regarding1rates e tc., promptly answered. ^ me for prices and information before buying. .
Send for Booklet
carburelQrq, A laxmaiL driyiugL the
M. F. ST E V E N S .
1 H. E. THURSTON. R. F. HIMM ELEIN, |

SAVE THE GASOLINE

is the great
est authority on refined oils in the
world. He was the first bottler; has
the largest business and
is the best oil he has ever made.

! Catering to “ Up State” Folks 1

ISgCHASE HOUSE!

Commonwealth Hotel
Inc.

FOXES W ANTED

Proprietors.
I
ilHiiHimmiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiimiimimiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiimiuiiiiiniimmiiiiiiiiiiiii

Dover. Maine.

Tel. 64-16

N ew Bedford, Mass.

(Conti/nuea on page eight).

STORER

F.

GRAFTS,

Gen.

Manager
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to waning afternoon, was beautiful and ness and of necessity quick aiming,
close together just as required in hunting.
almost
every
Then there is “ partridge
shoot
Bob is a splen ing.”
At the word of command, six
con
dis did baritone, and Peter sings a bully clay pigeons are thrown from
iMooselookmeguntic team are already while when a noisy kingfisher
behind
I helped out with the
high cealed traps over a hedge
making dates with the expectation of turbed by our aproach, sailed off, tenor.
By Fly Rod
chattering shrilly.
notes and once I’m sure that I struck which the shooter is stationed. Two
some exciting games.
Haines Landing, Me.,
shots are allowed at the “ partridg
Do you know Jerry, Peter still high z.
5.00 p. tn., May 17, 1914.
According to the1engagement books
am
I
This time we negotiated
Skewaga es” of five coveys each. Some good
It was hard for me to realize this by next Saturday night, there will |thinks that Im engag 'd.
forenoon as I came across the lake in yJe a gaoti crowd here.
The house; sure ke does, or if he doesn t, he’s rapids without incident, in single averages are obtained and it is very
seemed, interesting shooting.
the steamer “ Dorothy” that 48 hours j 0penc<] Friday, May 15, and
the not sure ^hat Pju nok Every mom- file ,aud all too soon, it
Another gam-e consists’ of dividing
ago it was ice-bound, as
Rangeley
guests were Mr. and Mrs. A. I
since I first met him I ve caught came up to the little steamer wait
_
_
.
.
i
•
____
_
_
n> n f
i r 1 n4*+ L n n <4 o n d
l i /-» I n
the party into two squads and stand
Lake is at the present time. Com A Jenks of Pawtucket, R. I., who! Uta looking at my left hand and lie's ing at the end of the big lake.
years the most puzzled man you ever saw. ^ Darkness had overtaken us before ing in front of two large towers.
ing up to the wharf it seemed like after an absence of several
mid-summer, Old Glory was floating have returned and last evening were
Just
fun>
somg to
get we reached the hotel, and we weint One bird is thrown for each man in
in the air, guides and guests
were joined by their friends, Mr.
and JohM’s Sirl *° loan me lier rinS some to our cabin by lantern light. I was the squad, being thrown toward and
In
coming and going and, a general at- Mrs Henry G. Thresher of the same!day> aJld Sive Mr- Peter a real shock too tired to change my clothes for over the head of the shooter.
city and the party plan to keep the Lonee more.
I wonder how he’d treat! supper and went to the dining room order to secure a “ kill, ” it is nec
mosphera of activity prevailed.
Sleep that night essary to break these birds before
I was warmly greeted by the hos hearth-stone warm at camp 6 until 016 if he knew Positively that I was just as I was.
tess, Mrs. F. B. Burns, who certain June
To-dav they are
arranging,uot engaged?
Sometimes I feel as goodness, how I did pound the pillowe they cross a certain line,
ly must have been a very busy wom for guides and intend to open
Then, the shooter standing in front
th e!if 1 ou« ht to W*
» for ten solid hoiirs.
would be an awkward thing to blurt
an the past six weeks, as is evident fish record to-morrow.
This morning, when I got up, I of one tower atnd alogskle of anout and would make me appear like was as stiff as an old grandmother; ; 0t}ier> a Lircl is thrown as
by the wonderful amount that
has
just
Arthur E. Gauthier and son Emile
.been accomplished by the crew of
from
sitting
so
long
in
the
canoe,
described.
After
firing
at
that,
a
Gauthier of Rumford, Me., came here Jo to enlighten him I guess.
I suppose.
workers that have hustled. Every
second bird is thrown from the tower
last night for a few days’ fishing.
We got to our picnic ground
at
Now I must close this long letter alongside which tine shooter is stand
thing is in first class shape, in doors
The flag is flying at Oxford Bear last; a beautiful little cove in the as the noon buck-board is about to
and out, the interior of the house
ing, jut being necessary to turn and
the river bank, where there was a grove start.
having been renovated ■ and
many Camp as three' generations of
shoot at a second bird. This is also
Bisbees
of
Rumford
are
there.
Hon.
of fragrant pine trees and a spring
improvements having been
made.
Be a good little girl and
don’t very good practice and fine sport.
A handsome pair of large
brown orable Geo. D. Bisbee, his son, Stan- of water that was so cold, it made forget to write to “ Di.”
A great deal of competition may be
Peter built a fire P. S.
horses have been added to
the ley and grandson Spaulding, who in your teeth acthe.
I just heard two shots up on ra|sed between two squads of shootI wonder if it
is
stable, the stage newly painted and a few weeks will graduate from the and Cut the potatoes for French fry- the mountain.
a new express wagon installed with Boston Law School and follow in the mg and in fact, did about everything Bob and Peter.
“ Groush shooting” is one of the
who j w h i l e I sort of helped as best I
(Continued next w eek.)
Myrick Heath and Joseph Gallant foot-steps of his grandfather,
most interesting forms of
English
for many years has been one
of|COuld.
He seemed to know -exactly
in charge as formerly.
trap-shooting.
The
shooter
stands
T R A P S H O O T IN G IN E N G L A N D
The two daily mails are now re the best known lawyers in this part;wii,at to do, and just the right time
1back of an embankment facing a
|to do it, so I guess that my help did Sport R ather Than High Averages trap, and with a second trap at the
ceived and the postoffice assistant is of the state.
The porter, Frank Jenkins, will be j not amount to very much after all.
Miss Carrie Frost of Bowdoinham,
The Object Sought— A Pleasant
right or left.
At the word of com
Maine.
Miss Ann. V. Ryan of New busy for several days filling the; Just as the coffee was ready, Bob
D ay’s Outing.
mand, th|e “ grouse” is thrown
at
They
ton, Mass., who has for four years wood boxes at all the cabins, for j and Uncle Jo came in sight.
great speed, low and over the head
pats, been very popular with
the among those who are expected this were in high spirits because Uncle • Trap shooting in the United States of the shooter.
Immediately
on
hotel guests has resumed her duties week to occupy them are the well- had caught a salmon, not a very big is a game followed by its thousands j firing at this bird, the trap on the
and will be assisted by Miss Cecils j known Marble party of
Worcester, one to be sure, but a salmon, nev- of enthusiasts, with the one object left or right is sprung and
thie
Mass., the Half Past Six Club
of j ertheless, and they seemed to think of producing high scores per 100 shooter, upon turning around, sees
S. Browne, of Lynn, Mass..
It consists
almost
Plank trout for which the hotel is Portland, the Ingraham party of Pea- that it was quite a feat to get one birds shot at.
the second bird going away
from
Abbott so far up the river.
My! but we entirely of one form of shooting; that Ihim.
noted will again be served by Chef body, Mass., Mr. and Mrs.
Sometimes the trap
facing
sixteen yards behind a
Andrews and the pastry cooking will and sons of Westfords, Mass., Mr. were hungry, and the steak that Pet is, standing
■■■
the shooter will throw two
birds
with a gun to the shoulder and . . . . «
„
..
.
be again in charge of Mrs. Alice and Mrs. H. E. Tieke of Providence, er had broiled was simply dalicious. trap
,,
..
® .
, ._
. , ,,
instead of one for the purpose
of
R. I.
All of these people know how Bob told him that lie ought to get attempting to break the “ birds” as confusing the shooter and training
Bates.
The carpenters are busy remodell to fish and as the guides claim the a license and be a guide, but Peter they are thrown, the participant be him in quickly deciding at
which
ing and adding to the studio build conditions indicate everything needed said lie would rather stick to being ing allowed one shot per bird. This bird be will shoot.
anglers a canoe-man where he’d be “ guyed” is the American game of trap shoot
ing, which is leased to Bert Kim for good fishing, let the
At one shoot which the writer
ing, and in truth, even with almost
e fish and the Maine Woods all the time.
ball, of Lynn, Mass., whose wonder heel in
attended, Mrs. W. P. Grosvenor, one
shooter’s
It took us about one hour to get every advantage on the
ful work in photography lias made will reel off the yarns
of the best amateur trap s-booters of
a
most
difficult
and
The store of H. L. Welch has been that lunch and just about ten minu side,
him famous in the Rangeely region
England, not only vanquished
her
fascinating sport.
In this particu
Mr. and Mrs. Kimball will be at enlarged and if possible looks mono tes to eat it.
competitors at “ grouse” shooting, in
After we were through and
the lar game we have produced world’s which she averaged seven out of ten
In addition to
home there, for the summer
after attractive than ever.
champions galore and men
whose
things
had
been
washed,
Uncle
the
usual
fire
line
of
fishing
tackle
this week.
birds thrown, but also
maintained
siesta- averages for the season reach the her supremacy in the other depart
con sprawled off for his usual
Camp Ridlon is occupied for the he has now received a large
cent.
goods from Japan. Bob joined him, which was rather remarkable score of 97 per
summer by Mr. and Mrs. T. L. Page signment of
ments of the sport.
American trap
“ Herb” has had a busy winter, hav unusual, as I’ve never seen him do it Shooters who make 90 per cent, are shooters would be glad to welcome
and Mrs. J. R Burns is with them.
considered Al, while 80 per cent,
Frank Fuller, bell-man, will con ing mounted 274 trout and salmon before.
Mrs. Grosvenor to this country, as
I accused liim of being tuckered shooters are quite good.
tinue to be manager for the Moose- which have all been finished and
it is certain she would produce high
In England, trap shooting is car
of out from bis pole up the river.
lookmeguntic ball team and H. L. sent to the owners as a proof
scores in the game as it is practiced
“ I ain’t as young as I used to be,” ried on, not for high scores, but to in tlie United States.
Welch, captain.
All Frank
can “ This big fellows we catch down to
possible,
said he, “ an’ just naturally git tired reproduce, as nearly as
talk about just now is the
great Rangeley.”
Passing from the “ grouse,” the
is game conditions as found in actual shooter is conducted to the base of
The steamer has whistled and the once in a while; besides two
hunting.
It is a pastime and amuse
captain calls, “Come Fly Rod, if you company you know and three—”
two larger towers, from which posi
Peter suggested that we go on up ment to teach the shooters profici tion lie shoots at birds thrown from
are going back with ns, drop your
he ency in field conditions.
note book,” so down the lake I go the river a little further; and
throe stages, the highest being 120
In visiting the London shooting
to record what is going on etc. A would show me the the place where
feet.
Each shooter is allowed to
on grounds, one first shoots over traps take any bird he pleases, and while
gentlemen from Rangeley has just be and Mr. Caywood struck it
He was very much more in a similar manner to the way it it is not a game upon which averag
arrived by auto and says “ I don’t see tlieir trip.
how the ice is all going to leave talkative than he had been in the is done in the United States. But, es may be based, yet it is wonder
"and each a
Rangeley lake before the 20th,” but morning and told me a lot of things instead of one trap, there are five, ful practice for overhead shooting.
better loaf than
He arranged in a semi-circle. The shoot Somewhat similar sport is secured
the fishermen are coming and
the about Ills wilderness journey.
"you have everm ad e
dreaded
the
thought
of
returning
to er is not allowed to hold the gun by throwing birds from a tower plac
summer too.
of
b e fo r e — yours if
the city, lie said, as he loves the to the shoulder when the call
Fly Rod.
ed between twro large trees. These
These traps are
wuod •
I accused him of being a “ pull” is given.
y ou w ill only
targets are thrown to the right and
KENNEBAGO LETTER S
discontented soul, which he hotly about five yards apart, and the birds left of the tower at great velocity,
specify W il
are thrown from unknown traps at
resente*.
tlije shooter being compelled to hit
liam T e ll
(Continued from page two)
W « got to the end of the river at unknown angles.
them before they strike the
trees.
|in a place like that, and be all ready
w h e n you
Differentiating again from
the
last, up wl er<- it opens out into little
This is great practice especially in
to squeal at the proper moment.”
o rd er flour.
strictly
American
game,
Eng
Kennebago Lake, and a pretty lake
teaching a shooter to properly “ lead”
We rested for a while and Peter
shooters
walk
to
this
it was, absolutely wild, and shut in lish
Just as good for
a bird.
smoked a cigarette.
Did you ever
line
one
at a
time
on all sides by thick forests.
A firing
cake and biscuits and
The writer, as an American obser
notice bow wonderfully
cigarettes
h eaw vv.rd
■s blowing, so we did and, as a rule, are given a cer- ver of this sport, thought that
pastry and all the rest
in
smell, out in the open?
I
don’t
not venture out, but cor. tinted
our tain number of birds to shoot,
If genuity had about been -exliausted in
of the good things
wonder that men love to
smoke
selves with a survey frem the mouth the shooter fails to break the bird ! supplying novel ways of shooting at
to eat that good
them.
They must be
fascinating
of the river.
PJeter showed me just with the first barrel, or with the first
flour makes.
things after you get used to them so
is
where the trail came
down the shot in case a repeating gun
All extra nutri
that you can pull without coughing
used,
he
may
fire
a
second
time.
mountain
where
they
came
in
from
tious, too, be
your bead off.
Remember the time Canada.
Generally two points are credited if
cause William
we tried it Jerry?
Ugh—I can
the bird is “ killed” with the first
We
stayed
by
the
lake
for
a
little
Tell is milled byi
feel now, just as I felt that
day;
while and then drifted slowly
back barrel, and one point if secured with
our special process
and how everything went round and
The Englishman
with the current.
I steered
the the second barrel.
from Ohio Red Winter
round for hours: afterwards.
one
canoe while Peter lay off in
the seldom shoots on a basis of
Wheat— the richest
Peter and I were not particularly
shot
only
per
bird,
as
we
do
in
this
bottom.
Really,
I
think
that
he
andL test grown.
interested in the prospects for fish nearly wrent to slee(p, but when
I country.
While this style of shoot
ing, so we left our older compan teased him about it, be said that he
ing over five traps with the
gun
ions to try some casts above
the hadn’t been asleep at all, but had
below the elbow the high averages
rapids, and started on up the river beeu watching me all the time.
of the American game are not possi
towards our lunching place. It took
W e passed the place where we had ble, it is nevertheless equally or more
us over an hour to get there.
We lunched, but Uncle and Bob were
difficult and likewise a splendid
the not there and. it was a mile or so be sport.
H. MCKENZIE TRADING CO., just floated along slowly, on
j silent river.
The water iwas
deep low beefore we came up to them, layPhillips, Ms.
This, however, is but one phase of
games they are to play this season enough so that we were

able

FLY ROD’S
Hardly
a we kept our canoes
with their new outfit.
George Dill give up the pick pole.
NOTE BOOK ' ofed tine
West Rangeley team has sign- sound broke' the silence of that won while we sang, oh,
for pitchier this summer and the derful wildl rnesis, except once in a song I ever knew.

j

ill

" Catcher by the neck or body in
stead of the feet, killing instantly
without injuring the pelt. A hu
mane feature that is very com
mendable; BESIDES IT SAVES

EVERY FUR FOR THE TRAP
PER. The only trap ever con
structed with a DOUBLE TRIP
ACTION, a bait trigger and a foot
pedal trip. An ideal trap for sav
ing furs of mink, skunk, "c o o n ” ,
etc. There is no escape, the trap
per gets every pelt.
m M t : brings illustrated Guide
U I * 1 C giving the first time in
print the treasured secrets of the
wisest old trappers in this country.
It’s worth dollars to yon.

A

TRAFPERS' SUPPLY C O .,

Box W ,

OAR PARR, ILL.

ed to at the side of the river
and
Uncle making bis last casts of the
season.
“ Hello,” called Bob as we came
up. “ who is tire dead man you have
there in the canoe, Miss
Morgan.
Golly, he better try playin’ croquet.
‘ ‘Pick polim” is too strenuous for
him I Reckon.”
I laughed, “ I’m taking bis place
you see.”
“ We thought as how you two were
surely lost,” he answered, “ we were
just about going along without you.
W e've got to burry if we want to
catch that steamer up the lake.
Captain’s a very punctilious man, an’
he’d as lief lost a thumb as he one
minute late in starting."
The trip down the river in
th*

the English game.
The
shooting
party is next taken to a field over
grown with brush and bushes through
which run parallel lanes.
Tlie
shooter walks down these lanes gun
in hand and the attendants spring
concealed traps which
sometimes
throw a bird away from the shoot
er, sometimes across the field
and
sometimes over the shooter's head—
just as birds might fly in
actual
hunting.
Again an attendant will
walk biehind the shooter and roll a
clay bird up the lane.
This target
is known as a “ rabbit.”
Upon
shooting at this he recovers just
in time to see a bird thrown from
one of the concealed traps. This,
of course, is fine practice and
a
great deal of fun.
It teaches keen-
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echo of her farewell.
few miles through fragrant meadow expectedly, lets loose a blood-curd seasons ago, which now adorns our
The constant puffing and snorting and forest glade, by babbling brook ling shriek and grabs Patrick by the dining-room wall; but that is an
to foot.
Our New York friend imitat other story which has to do with
of the fussy little engine, as well as and rushing, foam-crest stream
In T w o H ik e *
the clearer, cooler air, gives ample our retreat in the mountain fastness, ed the ghost to perfection, yell and another “hike.”
proof of the fact that we are con awaits us yonder, to w hi all it now all, and grabbed—not his wife; oh,
So we fished, tramped, practiced
H ike One, In W hich the Lady
the with the rifle, ate, and slept for
tinually and steadily climbing
up gives me the greatest pleasure to es no! she had heard him tell
Converted.
cort my queen to her seat of hon story before and was out of reach; three short weeks; but as these are
into the mountain country.
I turned just in time to duck but he did get a clutch on a cer the only camps in the whole
of
Bigelow at last, after an all-day’s or.”
Now, gentle reader, if you, like ride and three changes of
could
trains, a landing net and creel, and also to tain other lady’s arm as she, with a Alder Stream township we
the writer happen to be a eommait- and you begin to realize that this hear the newly arrived lady passen shriek as loud as liis or any of the explore but a small part of the
er—whether of the common, garden certainly is off Jhe “ beaten track,” ger remark that she was “ glad she three or four others, made a dive for thirty-odd square miles of forest,
lakes, and streams. But no matter
variety of strap-hanger, or are whirl and you will realize it more fully had not got to take that trip again the open.
Well, it was some time
before how far we strayed, or how hungry
ed home from your, office in a lav before you reach your destination, to-niglit,—why it was perfectly hor
ender-tinted limousine with a French and you will equally realize that rid,” and so on, and in a moment it peace andquietwere nastcred to that or tired on our return, two things
chauffeur—please do not try to join therein lies one of its
principal began to show'er over our way—two camp, and judging by the sleepy we were always sure of—a bounti
drops at a time into a little white yawns of some of the female popula- ful repast of Mrs. Blackwell’s
fa
us in this little trip until you reach charms.
home.
X^Honk! honk! Don’t jump for a handkerchief, while I smoked hardition the next day most of them had mous cooking and a cool, refreshing
That was six years
You have left the and fast and kept still. Finally the j lain awake a greater part of the night’s sleep.
Then, after the evening meal, fill sidewalk curb.
four
your pipe and draw up around the street traffic of the city far behind, shower celared up and we started, j night expecting the ghost’s return, ago, and I have been back
evidence and some three hours later, after; but he kept under cover till break- times since then for the late fall
opt n fire (which in most cases will and that jump is ample
be a coil of steam pipes or a grat that you came none too soon, for (to me at least) a really delightful, fast time, and then was so bright and hunting, and both the food and the
edge. though muddy ride, we arrived at smiling that he was gradually for-i cabins are just as good and better.
ing over a hole in the floor) and, in your nerves are rather on
more j That is why it is “home” to so many
imagination come with me and a That was only Ed Girose reminding camp just as the sun settled slowly given, although he told no
down behind Snow Mountain.
ghost stories.
! of us.
few jolly friends to a little
cold, you that he was waiting to take you
The
lady
had
not
as
yet
seen
a
As
we
came
up
the
last
rise
and
Finally one cloudy morning the
spring-fed lake twenty*-three hundred
hi® hostelry, “ The Blanchard,” at
the deer in its native haunts, and so same old backboard rattled uip to
feet above the sea level, deep in the I Stratton, eight miles distant, or six out into the little celaring
heart of the mountain wilderness of |mates farther to “ The Sargent,”
at beauty of the spot at once impressed ■one evening about dusk we paddled our cabin door, our trunk and duffle
To the left was the lake, with |slowly and quietly a mile or more -were stowed aboard, covered,
and
Maine, in what is known as the Dead| Eustis, now' also run by Ed.
You
River Region, twenty-five miles from cannot dodge him, as you
must' tlle heavily wooded slopes of thejdow'n tire lake to a bank overlooking roped, and two sorrowful-looking
Bigelow', the terminal of the narrow-} spend the night at one place or tire' mountains extending to the water’s a small shallow outlet, or dead-water individuals clambered in after them.
to IThem it began to shower in more
gauge railroad, and about ten miles Jother, so we will keep right on to edge, and to the right the row of where they were apt to come
ten or a dozen log cabins, with their drink.
places than one, and' as we rattled
from the Canadian border.
j Eustis, the last settlement.
the
Pushing the nose of the
and bumped down the long ridge
My first “ hike” to this little iso-! Up toe mile-long hill, over the red-curtained windows and
la ted log-cabin settlement, half hid- Heiglu of Land- then out through smoke of birch log fires curling, carefully onto
the sandy shore, we and forded Big Alder Stream the
den among the firs and spruces was I^
sparsely settled country, under laizJy upward from the inhabited alighted with equal care, and our rain came down in torrents, drench
wo
ti e result of a search ’ some ' six the shadow of that lofty sentinel, I0Jiesalso> there was
our. moccasins made no noise as we ing us to the skin long before
reached
Eustis.
The
little
whiskey
years a*o on the' part or my hotter Mount Bigelow, we
streak
along]
<“ d
!,!!f !f°
formed part of a beaver dam,
and ’; fflask did its duty on this cold, wot
half and myself for something dif- tr o u g h the starlit night, stoplpinglweil to welcome us.
A
ride, and but for it, or rather its
ferent from the vacation life afforded a moment in the neat little village] We were assigned to a cabini ^
* '“ lrn T fo o k in T fo r tte fa Z v e
contents, we might have become
of
Stratton,
then
on
through
the! about midway
“
down
the
line,”
.
kingrisner.
looking
tor
then
eveat the general summer
hotel or
thoroughly chilled.
A little of it is
Revived
by
the'commanding
a
fine
unobstructed
ni‘rig
meal
was
the
only
sign
of
life
boarding-house, no matter how quiet wo°ds to Eustis
Don’t ever go
are view, and in which a fire was al-!
m'et our gaze’ and their occa sometimes needful.
night
ride
in
the
open
air
we
they may be or how good the food,
sional
chatter
the
only
noise
that
into
the
woods
without
it—a little
more than able to do justice to a hot ready doing its share to extend us
the table, the air, and the fishing.
reached our ears on the calm night cf it.
supper
and
a
comfortable
bed.
;
warmth
and
good
cheer,
for
we
The “ call of the wild” seemed so
Finally they departed, and the
Arriving at Eustis, we built a big
Cm my first trip to this neck of; were more or less damp and muddy, air.
insistent that we should desert the
wood fire in the air tight
stove,
woods
we
came
to
Eustis
by
way
of:
The
furnishings
consisted
of
two
stillness,
accen
ua
ed
by
the
nerves
deep-worn path of the regular vaca
strained to catch the slightest sound, changed our clothes and dried out
Rangeley
and
Dead
River,
arriving,
"white
iron
beds,
with
spring
mat
tionist for the buckboard road and
became almost dense. Our position, the wet ones, end after a good hot
the blazed trail that we could not at Eustis about noon after one of tresses, covered with a three-inch
of freshly
cut fir-balsam long retained, becoming somewhat; dinner were again o'i our way home.
well resist.
At least, I could not, ] the heaviest of the summer’s
rain- layer
boughs, on which was laid the re- cramPed we were about to return |j.’roin bore I am go’r t to let you go
IN T O

ROUND

M O U N T A IN — A N D
OUT.

for I had fished and hunted more or
Icsh since able to walk alone, and
so used all my imaginative powers
of description of the woods to convince the other side of the house
that in a snug log cabin on the edge
,
.
a. .
n,
. ,
ot a clearing, lacing the lake and the

storms.
After dinner we donned.
~
whpn somewhere off un the I i
11,14.
1
our woods clothes, consisting of felt mated er of the bed clothing; two or
^
“
7 ^ snap of i
,
y0"
hats, flannel shirts, khaki trousers(or three comfortable rocking chairs, a
1
ly we
crouched ,
,
T
, ,, • H n
skirt as required), woolen stocking, reading table covered *ith it bright;*
g
Uy we
"°^ n t
"I T
% " Z
T
’ ,
,
and stout tan boots, leaving
our bad cloth, and containing a reading
1 s™ ‘d w a s repeated . 1?
f X m,
M° T ^
a" d “
“ c it y clothes at the hotel until we
magazines, and writing
^
tL e near r and Z n
a
ew
‘ “ . T " * ?“
X
■
a ferial- an open fire m one comer tnis ujne n'earvr> anu men a lev again; so good-by and good luck till
should agatn need them coming out ;
wash.baX towels' mIrror
etc ’ •P*«er, patter, patters, as It, what-. we meet again for another “hike.”‘hike.

tnountains beyond, and with a btroh Silk hosiery, lingerie waists,
and,
log crackling merrily in the o/peu collars and cuffs, have no place in

«
■
uie ouier tora- r.

•

-

c - jever it m(ght be, crossed a patch of H. Albert Robinson
leaves.
Sportsman

in

National

fire-place in one corner,
lay the the woods-dweller’s wardrobe. Also,'
‘ ‘ ee! isn’t this great?’
I venTbe gtate
my wif3’s nerves b
y
__________________
solving of our problem.
as a suggestion from a certain lady tured, but 1 '.ari«fe only a
broken.
tjme was clearly indicated by j. P U T N A M S T E V E N S
ELECTED
Either my argumentative powers who knows better now, allow me to, and almost inaudible remark about h .
grjp on my s]eeve;
]ier
D E P U T Y IM P E R IA L P O T E N 
or my stubbornness to
consider drop a little hint to ladies “ going “ horrible ride,” “ end of creation,” j wMspered sugges,iton that it’ might
TATE.
nothing else finally won the day,
and in” for the first time, especially on j ami “ home,” I wisely decided
to ,,e a bear> and a bagty giailce hack_________

as a consequence one Saturday
in a buckboard.
Do not wear any ar-j whistle instead of talk for awhile. ward to g’auge the distance betweenAt the annual
session of the nobJulv found us aboard the morning tid e of clothing that is stiff
and |But after dryit
out and removing| ourseiy€8 and the
canoe. For per- les of the Mystic Shrine which is
train from Boston for Bigelow,
I laces up— and I do not refer to a some of tire signs of our recent haps twQ or three minutes no fur-1***' tding at Atlanta, Georgia
this
with a happy though somewhat
ini- boot. All muscles should have free' journey and setting some of our tber indications
of the animal’s week in imperial council, J. Putnam
patten t-to-get-thc re expression,
and Piay. Lean forward and swing with) flin gs to rights, a supper of broiled a p p ^ a ^ reached us, and I thought Stevens of Portland was unanimousmy partner in life's joys and glooms! the old cart just as you see the trout, steak, baked potatoes,
hot possibly it liad scented us, although ]y elected Deputy Imperial Potentate,
leaning rather strongly toward
the driver do.
Then you will not b e . biscuits, preserves, cake, and tea the wiR(j; What little thare was, was which is next in line to Imperial
glooms, though firmly resigned to continually punched in the back and helped us (meaning the lady) to see in our favor.
I Potentate, which is bead of
the
meet her fate bravely. And I might caJ1 enjoy the sceery—perhaps;
it things in a much more favorable
We were straining our eyes in the §reat body of several hundred thousay right here that three
weeks depends; largely on the condition of light;
and a good night’s rest, fast-approaching darkness to watch a sands of Mystic Shriners in
the
later she wore the same expression the road.
! scented with fir-balsam and pure little moss-covered opening und'"r a [United States.
at the thought of coming back.
While waiting for the pair of big mountain air, aided immensely in giant fir across the outlet some; Mr- Stevens has been on the line
Arriving at Portland about noon grays to be harnessed' to our ow n! sustaining this point of vi) w.
ninety feet distant when,
without to this high office for nearly a dozone has about an hour and a half “ chariot” I kept my wife’s interest} By the end of the second day we j the slightest noise or warning of any! en Y 'iars and has been
sent
by
for dinner before boarding the train centered at the frent of the hotel were quite at home, and from then kind, there appeared a fine big doe Kora Temple as a delegate to every
for Farmington, the end of
the on the beauty of the storm clouds on the time passed only too rapidly. and her fawn stepping daintily along session of the Mystic Shrine from
broad-gauge road, which isreached
jiftj.ng from the hills and
distant We ate, and
sl?pt, and read, and directly under the big fir. The mother East to West throughout this counabout 5 p. m.
Here is taken
the mountains, revealing shafts of golden tram|ped some of the easy trails to presented a handsome sight as
she try.
Iiis popularity with this large;
narrow-gauge train of little
toycars, sunlight, bringing out so vividly the the spring,
the lookout, and the stopped, sniffed, and then for a
fullbody of members of the Imperial
us Shrine has been so great, however,
with single seats each side
of the variegated shades of fr. &hly
bathed brook.
We
rowed and paddled in minute looked directly toward
aisle, for Strong, three-quarters of an fjeid and forest.
j the lake, and cast for the speckled witohut moving a muscle.
It was that he has gone steadily toward the
hour’s ride.
At this point passenggbe bad ncq yet seen a real buck-i beauties which in early morning and most comical to observe the fawn top.
J- Putnam Stevens was one of the
ers for Rangel y remain aboard, but hoard, and I preferred that she. at sunset could be seen jumping in instantly strike the same attitude as
not original founders of Kora Temple,
we will have to change once
more should not until it was r 'ady with hundreds of places, and which fur its mother, looking for it knew
for Bigelow,
which, with good luck, trunk aboard and roped. So I dwelt nished grand sport for fishermen what, and yet instinctively* alert for was its potentate during the most
I successful term of growth, and has
we reach about half-past seven. This a+ length on the beauty of
Nature and appetizing morsels for the table. danger.
Shortly the doe, deciding that all! been a loyal and faithful membe r of
two hours’ ride from Strong to B ig '- after the storm, being careful, how- A sandy beach furnished good bath
from |was wall, dropped her head and ad- the order.
He is a resident of
low is best appreciated on the return ever, to omit any reference to the ing, though rather cold away
trip by daylight, as it takes
one effect said storm might have had on shore, as the lake is small and fed vanced toward us into the water, the Portland.
fawn following suit.
There, within
Mr. Stevens was president of the
through a most beautiful Mill
and the roads we were to traverse into! by cold springs at the bottom,
mountain country, and from
King- ca,lllp or how much cf it was still j Evenings alter dark a camp
fire seventy-five feet cf us, they drank Maine Sportsmens Fish and Game
and splashed about; then leisurely] association last year,
field to Bigelow the route follows lingering on every bush and tr3e was lighted in front of
th»3 bigleanclose to the Carrabass tt River, the bordering that road.
j to, where all who desired gathered turned, browsed a bit from a small
T R A P S H O O T IN G
IN N E W
ENGroar of whose frequent rapids forms
j waa getting on famously
and to- exchange accounts of the day’s 'f i r or spruce, and with “ white flags”
LAND.
the first note of Nature’s welcome j ust rounding out something excep- experiences or thos, J of other days j erect bounded off into tine forest. The
to the tired traveler and the last tiom lly fine in rhapsodieswhi n i 1and in other lands.
|madam is some shot with a rifle,hut
(Continued from Dage h)
One gentleman, a New Yorker,j she decalred then that she
could while bring rowed aromid the lake,
______________________ . _was brought
back •to earth
by
a
overhead
rattle and bang, the
clanking
of who had brought his young wife on never bring hers if to the point of clay birds were thrown
M APS OF MAINE
chains and pounding of hoofs, and her first trip into the woods, had a shooting down such a dainty, beau- from different stages of the tower,
RESORTS AN D ROADS with a whoop of the driver a buck- fund of interesting anecdotes of per-jtiful creature as that with those big approximating the flight of ducks,
(She is partial
to This is also Splendid practice, and
a sonal experiences from Indian mas- brown eyes.
Maine Woods has frequent inquiries hoard containing a lad and
for maps o f the hahing regions o f the g ntleman as passengers and with sacres to Canadian salmon fishing, brown eyes in man or beast, 'though, j'highly interesting and amusing,
uaimous vote he
was mine are green.)
I explained to
Tills style of trap shooting • has
ptate, etc. We can furnish the follow- horses on the run swung up to the ad by
mg maps;
steps, just out from Round Mountain. I elected chief story-teller.
One of her on the way back that that w as' not yet been generally introduced
Franklin County
^ *50
I cast one look at the
outfit; these stories of lids, relating to the a different proposition from chasing: into the United States, hut we beSomerset County
sheking a big ugly buck all over a
whole lit"vd that there are hundreds
of'
,50 mud - to the hubs, the horses piast- experiences of an Irishman
Oxford County
Piscataquis County
..50 ered with it, and a liberal supply of first-hand information on the subject] township in November, with eight shooters in this country who would
Aroostook County
it sprinkled over the passengers and of ghosts, nearly drove some of the inches of snow on the ground and be only too glad to participate in
Washington County
around sport of this kind if it were once
1.00
j
trunk
coverings—then
another at! Em id and unsuspecting lady hearers the thermometer hovering
Outing map of Maine, 20x35 in
While we are
zero,
but
th
ebeauty
of
that
little introduced here.
into
hysterics
one
dark
night.
.85 my partner.
She also cast a look
Geological map o f Maine
known as a “ nation of trap shootglimpse
cf
wiki
life
at
its
best
which
It
was
nearly
ten
o’clock;
the
R, R. map of Maine
’ or my way.
“ For heaven’s sake, what
Androscoggin County
‘ 3 5 j do you call that rig, and
where coals of the fire were low, and the she had just witnessed had made su<| ers,” and while it is true that thefc-e
Cumberland County
is hardly a town in the
United
!50 did it come from ?” she ventured. blackness of the surrounding woods an impression on her that I doubt
Hancock County
.3 5 1“ That,” I replied, squaring around was only intensified by its light, if she could be induced to shoot a States that does not have, at somie
Kennebec County
.35 and biting the end off a fresh cigar, and to make the setting for such a deer even under the conditions I en season of the year, its trap shooting
Knox County
.35!
Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties
club, we must acknowledge that in
story compT te heard off in
the deavored to describe to he,r.
.50 “ is one of the latest, also earliest,
Penobscot County
trap shooting foir novelty and variety
However,
sihe
is
always
interested
distance.
The
account
of
the
thirst
.3b models of four-horse-power, four-pas
Waldo County
.35 senger mountain touring cars, with for knowledge on the part of the in the results of the “old man’s” and for the close approximation of
York County
son of Erin progresses in a low, trips to that same country each game conditions, our English cousins
J. W B R A C K E T T CO ., automatic vibrator and showerboth well-modulated, tone until the t mo November, and is especially proud easily take the lead.—Carroll Stev
attachments, and its exact counter
Phillips,
Maine. part, in which we are to journey a ment when the ghost, appearing un- of a big ten-point head secured two enson in Forest & Stream.
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Where To Go In Maine
Lake Parlin House and Gamps
A re d e lig h tfu lly situated on sh o re o f L a k e
Parlin on d ire ct line from Q u ebec to R a n g e le y
L a k es, p op u la r th o ro u g h -fa re fo r a u to m o 
biles b e in g a distance o f 122 m iles each w a y .
L a k e Parlin a n d the 12 o u t p on d s in the
ra d iu s o f fo u r m iles furnish the b est o f fly
fish in g th e w h o le season T h e h ou se an d
ca m p s are n e w a n d h a v e all m o d e rn c o n v e n 
iences, such as baths, ga s ligh ts, op en rock
fireplaces, etc. T h e cu isine is u n e x ce lle d .
C a n oein g , b o a tin g , b athin g, tennis, m o u n 
tain clim b in g a u tom ob ilin g. e tc.

H. P. McKENNEY, Proprietor.

W rite fo r b ook let.

M A Y 21, 1914

A B O U T B LA C K F O XES
M.

Harold Bolger, W ho Helped Lo
cate New M irro r* Lake Ranch,
T alks About T his G reat
Industry.

M. Harold Bolger of Winthrop,
Mass., was in the city yesterday on
.his way to Moncton, N. B., in the

the reporter.
“ During the past 10 years,” replied
Mr. Bolger, “ furs from the wilds have
been decreasing at the rate of
from 5 to 10 per cent, and some furs
have increased 400 per cent, in price.
The value of silver fox pelts increas
ed 40 per cent, last year, and the
value of patch fox pelts increased 150
per cent.
These facts coupled with

see their names in the paper but do
not think to tell the newspaper man
about it. They go away and no' one
says a word about it, and they won'detf' why they are not of sufficient
importance to have their doings set
forth in the column's of the country
paper.
The reason is very simple
and easy to give.
You do not tell
the newspaper main or his reporter

Jackman, Maine

COME TO OTTER POND
And get the best large Trout and Salmon fishing in the state
through May and June. For particulars write

George H. McKenney, Prop.,

Garatunk, Maine.

ROWE POND CAMPS
Opened when the ice is out. One of the best places i.i Maine for real
Log Cabin Life, any time of the season. Good clean beds, board andoboats.
Write for booklets to
H. W. MAXFIELD, Prop., Rowe Pond, Maine.
PIERCE POND CAMPS. S alm on w e ig h in g up

YORK C A M PS,
RANGELEY, MAINE

J. LEW IS YO R K , Prop.
F I S H I N G
AT

John ©arville’s ©amps
at S p rin g Lake
“ Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps
are most charmingly situated on the shores of
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
purest of spring water and the table is first-class,
elevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest scen
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring
streams and ponds are abundance of brook trout.
Buckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family
summer resort. Telephone communications with
tillage and doctor. References furnished- Terms
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
JOHN CARVILLE, Flagstaff. Me.
S A D D L E B A C K L A K E CAM PS.
In the
Rangeley R e g io n . B o o k le t.
H em on S. B la ck w ell. D allas, M aine

to 14 lbs. and trout up to 8 lbs. ca u g h t in P ierce
P on d in 1913. B est o f fly fish in g in sm all ponds.
S e n d fo r circular an d refe re n ce .
C. A . S P A U L D IN G , C aratun k. M aine.

The Garry P on d Gam ps
will open May 10, 1914. Good trout
fishing and good accommodations.
Send for Booklet.
HENRY J. LANE, Prop.,
Carry Pond, Maine, Via Bingham, Me.

BEAVER HOUSE AT ONE OF THE OUTLYING PONDS AT WEST

interests of the St. George’s
Bay
Fur Co., of which he is secretary.
This company has ranches at Lim
JONES’ CAMPS
erick, Me., Cornwall, P. E. I., and
Fine trout and salmon Ashing. Bay St. George, N. F.
Good accommodations for ladies
The purpose of his visit down this
and gentlemen. Address
way was to inspect the plant of the
Maine Fur Ranching Co., at
Mirror
GEO. C. JONES,
Mosquito,
Maine.
Lake and help lay it out on scienti
fic principles.
He was very
en
thusiastic about the Mirror
Lake
proposition when seen by the Cour
ier-Gazette reporter.
Lake Webb, Weld, Maine. “ It’s a splendid place,” said Mr.
Furnished camps to let by the season. Bolger—“ as fine as I have
ever

HOTEL MAPLES,

JIM POND G A M P S
Scamman Bros.
IN DEAD RIVER REGION.
Good fishing. Three miles buckboard
COTTAGE TO RENT
road. Telephone. Daily Mail. Write
for booklet.
For the Season of 1914
M. M. GREEN & BROS.,
On the east shore of Rangeley Lake,
Jim Pond Camps,
Eustis, Me. i One of the best log cottages on the
lake and in ideal location. Completely
furnished, running water, baths and
everything in first-class condition. We
have several other very desirable Sum
mer cottages on and near Rangeley
Lake, fully furnished and at reason
H. M. CASTNER, Prop’r. able
prices.

CARRY POND CAMPS.

the fact that wild fur-bearing; animals what you ape doing, or intend to do
can he raised on ranches show what and for that reason he never known
a great future is in store for ranch- a thing about it until it’s too late.
He may hear you or your friends
raised fur.
growling about it, and then for the
“ Government records show that
first time he learns that you
did
$9,000,000 was invested in this busin something worthy of space in the
ess up to Sept. 1, 1913, and that a paper but you kept it to yourself un
profit of 50 pel* cent was
realized. til it ceased to be news. Follow the
When she lays
Prince Edward Island has 900 foxes, example of the hen.
an egg she advertises the fact
by
and only 12 were lost last year. I
cackling until every fowl in the bam*
have never known of a single case ; yard hears her.
Just
bear
in
where anybody lost a dollar in this mind that the newspaper man is not
a mind reader.
busines s.—Courier-Gazette.

W E S T END
HOTEL

Portland,

Maine

Furbish & Herrick.

Insurance and Real Estate,
Rangeley,
Maine.

Thoroughly first class. The hotel for
Maine vacationists, tourists and sports
men. All farm, dairy products, pork
The best FLY FISHING for
ancj poultry from our own farm, enabl trout to be had in Maine at
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables,
G A t t P PHOENIX
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
Write for circular
American plan. Send for circular.

C. A. DAISEY, Prop.,

Write

Camps at Long
Pond.
Ma n y
out-lying ponds,
S. C. HARDEN,
Rangeley, Maine

MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE
AN D LOG CAMPS.
Heart of the Rangeleys. Beat fishing region.
Special J une and September rates. Booklet.
MRS. F. B. BURNS.
D E A D R IV E R REGION

The Sargent. Up-to-date in every
particular. Maine’s ideal family vaca
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting
section Cuisine unsurpassed. E. F.
Look, Prop’ r, Eustis, Maine.
O U A N A N IC H E LODGE.
Grand Lake Stream , W ash in gton Co.. Me.
World wide known for its famous fishing,
vacation and hunting country.
N orw ay Pines House and Camps. Dobsis Lake
Most attractive situation in Maine. Good
auto road to lodge. Plenty storage capacity for
machines. From',there one can take steamer to
any part of the lake territory. The best hunt
in g, fishing and vacation section of beautifu
Washington Co. Address for particulars W . G.
R O SE . Manager. Princeton, Me.. Dec. 1st to
April 1st.
R AN G ELE Y L A K E S
Camp Bemis, The Birches, The Barker. Write
for free circular.
CAPT. F. C. B A R K E R , Bemis, Maine.
V IA RUMFORD FALLS
Beat Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly
hsning begins about June 1. Send for circular.
House always open. JOHN CH AD W ICK & CO.,
Upper Dam, Maine.
BELGRADE LA K E S, M AINE.
The Belgrade. Best Sportsmen’s Hotel in New
England. Best black bass fishing in the world,
best trout fishing in Maine.
CHAS. N. HILL & SON. Managers.
R AN G ELE Y L AK ES.
Bald Mountain Camps are situated at the foot
of Bald Mountain in a good fishing section.
Steamboat accommodations O. K. Telephone
connections at camps. Two mails daily. Write
for free circulars to
AMOS ELLIS. Prop’r..
Bald Mountain,
Maine

Norcross,

-

-

Maine.

RANGELEY TAVERN 8 LAKE VIEW HOUSE
On Rangeley Lake.
Thoroughly modern. On direct automobile
route. Tavern all year. Lake View Ht>uS6
July 1 to'Oct.
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.

WEST CARRY POND CAMPERS

N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
Raugeley, Maine.

SPENCER LAKE CAMPS
Best of Fly Fishing for Square Tail Trout.
Also Trolling and Deep W ater Fishing for large
Togue. Private log Cabins neatly furnished for
each party. Best of table vegetables, milk,
cream and poultry products from Camp Farm.
Send for Booklet
W . H- BEAN , Proprietor,
Gerard, Somerset County. Maine.

PENOBSCOT CAMPS
Here is the primeval woods, wifti brawling
brooks and more than a score and a half of glist*
ening lakes with myriads of gamy Trout. Here
are Deer, Partridges and Ducks in abundance
and a good chance for Moose and Bear. Cozy
comfortable camps, fresh milk and eggs, pure
spring water. Telephone service. The right
place for you.
Write for Booklet and Map.
W . J. ELLIOTT,
Jackman, Me*

PLEASANT ISLAND CAMPS

On Cusuptic Lake—Fishing unexcelled
—Best of hunting—Special rates for
June, September, October and Novem
ber—Write for Booklet.
Weston U. Toothaker, Proprietor,
Pleasant Island,
Maine.

Chinese

Reverence fo r Dead.

The Chinese revere the dead to euch
an extent that when the demise of a
Chinaman occurs he is buried for
three years. At the end of this time
the body is dug up and the bones
placed In a vase. The vase and its
contents are then Interred for all fu
ture time.
Once In a Blue Moon.

"Once in a blue moon” means very
CHASE POND CAMPS. Now is the rarely indeed.
The expression re
time to plan your 1914 outing. Why
sembles
that
of
“the
Greek Kalends,"
not take a trip to the real Pine Woods?
Camps reached same day from Boston. which means “never,” because there
Good trout fishing, mountain climbing, were no Greek Kalends. The origin of
boating, canoeing. Good log cabins. the expression is not known, but It
Rates reasonable. Write for booklet.
was used as early as the sixteenth
GUY GHADOIJRNE, Prop.,
Bingham, Maine century.

O DD C O IN C ID E N C E
seen.^xk The high altitude
insures
coolness, and the location is
such
that the ranch will be in close touch
Two ways present themselves of
with the several centers where food looking at the following fish story—
for the foxes can be procured.”
You may believe it or not, just a
The daily diet of these high-priced you please. Here is
the
story:
creatures will
doubtless interest Wilfred Farrell of Albany, N. Y.,
many readers.
“ In the morning,” says that in 1905, while fishing at
said Mr. Bolger we feed the silver Moosehead lake he caught and mark
black fox with half of a dog-biscuit, ed a togue, putting it back into the
and at night we give him less than lake, and in May 17, 1914, he again
a quarter of a pound of freslh meat. landed the same fish.
“I
caught
W e have been giving the puppies tli© togue in question while fishing
half a pint of milk every morning, from a canoe,” says Mr.
Farrell.
but we are changing now to conden “ He was so small, and I was having
sed milk, using two-thirds water and such good luck in getting larger ones,
one-third milk.
We found
that that I decided to throw him back.
cow’s milk lacks the sugars so es Before doing so, however, I inserted
sential to young animals.
a small ring of copper wire in his
“ In locating a fur ranch we are tail and then forced the ends tightly
careful to select a southern expos together with a pair of pinchers. ‘I’ll
ure where there are hardwood trees, come up here and catch you again
which have abundant
foliage in in a few years,’ I said to myself as
summer when it is necessary,
and I tossed the fish overboard. I
are leaveless in winter when we want thought no more of the matter and
the sunshine.
Evergreen trees have you can imagine my surprise when,
a tendency to hold the snow
too on landing a six and a half pound
long, and when the snow melts
it togue Monday, I found the
same
drips onto the foxes.
We consider ring in his tail I had placed there
that there is no better territory in nine years ago.
This time, I didn’t
existence for fur ranching
than throw him hack.
Odd coincidence,
Maine, and for one reason
which isn’t it?”—Bangor Daily New®.
will strike may persos as a bit pe
culiar.
Fogs and rains are very pre
valent aolng this coast, and while E D IT O R IS N O T A M IN D R E A D E R
nobody else lias a good word
for
them they are just what we need in
An exchange has the following to
our business.
The fur of
the say regarding the position of the
silver black fox is thicker and heav usual country editor.
It is com
ier under such conditions.”
mon sens© and furnishes good food
“ What about the practicability of for thought:
fur ranching as a business?” asked
There are a lot of men who want to

SAVE T H E

G A S O L IN E

(Continued from Paare Five.)
car could get hut 13 miles to the gal
lon. A careful driver stepped into the
same car and secured 19 3-5 mile* to
the £alloH.
He pointed out to the less careful
driver what It was in his driving, or
rather, what he didn’t do, which ac
counted for the extra mileage, 'rtie
layman got back into the car and used
19 miles to the gallon. It was easy,
too. Instead of “ stepping on the
throttle”—pushing it clear down and
shooting the gas into the motor need
lessly—the careful driver fed the gas
fast, but steadily.
Some motorists do not utilise the
wonderful power of momentum. They
speed a car up to 25 or 30 miles an
hour, feeding gas every second, and
then quickly put on the brakes, killing
momentum that, perhaps, would take
them one-sixth of a mile. This is
done every day by owners who would
avoid it if they would stop a moment
to think.
In spite of this self-starting era,
there are not two per cent of the mo
torists who have not the habit of let
ting their motors run idle at the curb,
oftentimes for ten or fifteen minutes.
A motor fairly devours gasoline vapor
while idling, much more than at good
speed.
There also Is a waste incurred by
racing a motor in starting it. I have
listened to motors racing idly at 1,000
to 1,200 revolutions a minute for sev
eral minutes. Most owners know Just
how high a throttle it takes to get
enough gas to Btart their particular
motors.—Exchange,

